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HOLDERNESS TOWN WARRANT 1978
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Holdemess in the County of Grafton and the
State of New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House in said Holdemess on Tuesday
the fourteenth of March, next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the polls
shall be opened and shall close not earlier than six o'clock in the afternoon, to act
upon the following subjects, the second and subsequent articles to be acted upon
commencing at seven-thirty o'clock in the afternoon of the same day.
Article 1 : To choose all Town officers and to vote to accept the Zoning Ordinance
as proposed by the Planning Board.
Article 2: To accept the reports of all Town officers and committees.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three
hundred and fifty dollars ($350.00) to meet the requirements of RSA 442 A in reference
to the impoundment of dogs.
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) for the support of the local hospitals.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one
hundred ninety five dollars and sixty nine cents ($195.69) to maintain and continue the
system of services of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center. (By petition).
Article 6: To see If the Town will vote to authorize the expenditure of one thousand
nine hundred forty seven dollars ($1,947.00), with accrued interest, to be used as a
setoff against the budgeted appropriation for Town Officer's expenses and authorize
the withdrawal of said sum from Anti-recession Funds.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate six thousand eight hundred
dollars ($6,800.00) for a new plow and sander for the Highway Department and
authorize the withdrawal of said sum for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1 972.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
thousand dollars ($2,000.00) said sum to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
established by Article 9 of the warrant of 1977 to finance investigatory engineering
studies in connection with the future needs of the Fire Department.
Articles: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the State and local Assistance Act of 1972 for setoffs
against budgeted appropriations for the following priority items indicated, or take any
other actions hereon:
APPROPRIATION AMOUNT
Police Department $ 3,000.00
Fire Department 3,000.00
Town Dump 2,000.00
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand dollars ($5,000.00) said sum to establish a Capital Reserve Fund as
authorized by RSA Chapter 35, to finance the purchase of a new truck for the Highway
Department and to authorize the withdrawal of said sum for this purpose from the
Revenue Sharing Fund.
Article 11 : To see if the Town will make any alterations in the amount of money
required to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year for the support of the
Town, as recommended by the Budget Committee in its report.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the prepayment of taxes and to
authorize the collector of taxes to accept payment in prepayment of taxes in ac-
cordance with RSA 80:52a.
Article 13: To see if the Town will relinquish all right, title and interest of the Town
of Holderness, if any, to a so-called "Old Range Road" lying between the nor-
theasterly side of Coxboro Road and the southwesterly side of College Road,
bounded on the northwesterly by Eugene and Mary Hilliker and on the southeasterly
by land known as High Orchard and the land of Irving and Austin Marsh.
Article 14:To see if the Town will accept a deed to a fifty foot strip of land leading
from Route 3 to the Town Disposal area being described as follows: Beginning at the
northwest corner of the existing right-of-way into the disposal area and the southerly
side of U.S. Route 3; thence S 64 degrees OOE. 50.76 degrees, thence S. 16 degrees
03'W. 1,236.25'; thence N. 67 degrees 05' W. 50.36'; thence N. 16 degrees 03' E.
1 ,239.00' to the point of beginning, said land being, nominally, a gift to the Town by
Mr. Norris Littlefield.
Article 15: To ascertain the sense of the Town concerning acquisition of the
former Camp Squamasee property, so-called, on Little Squam Lake in Holderness,
now the property of Lake Forest Development, said property having been offered to
the Town as a recreation area, (by petition).
Article 16: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to promulgate an or-
dinance relative to the prohibition of dogs running at large.
Article 17: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipation of taxes.
Article 18: To see If the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to administer,
lease, sell, and convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town
by any Tax Collector's deed.
Article 19: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept grants from
the State of New Hampshire or the United States Federal Government.
Article 20: To transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 14th day of February in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and seventy eight.




A True Copy: Attest









Election & Regist. Exp.
Town Hall & Other Town BIdg.
Employees; Retire. & Soc. Sec.













Princ. & Long Term Notes & Bonds 15,000.00 15,000.00
Int. - Long Term Notes & Bonds 2,141.00 1,462.00
Int. on Temp. Loans 900.00 1 ,200.00
Capital Outiay [List Beiow]:
Office Equipment 4,000.00 100.00
Plow & Sander 6,800.00
Construction-H ighway 10,000.00 15,000.00
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds
Cap. Res. - Fire Station Study 2,000.00 2,000.00
Cap. Res. - Highway Truck 5,000.00
Total Appropriations $240,509.29 $277,140.63
Protection of Persons & Property:
Police Department 43,000.00 42,032.00
Fire Department 22,813.00 26,590.00
Care of Trees 1.00 1.00
Insurance 1,000.00 1,000.00
Planning & Zoning 1,696.00 1 ,825.00
Damages & Legal Exp. 4,000.00 2,500.00
Civil Defense 300.00 300.00
Health Dept. [Incl. Hosp. & Ambul.] 5,963.00 7,500.00
Vital Statistics 50.00 50.00
Dog Care 300.00 350.00
Town Dump & Garbage Removal 22,230.00 25,230.00
Highways & Bridges:
Town Maintenance - Summer & Winter 38,700.00 41 ,700.00
Street Lighting 1,650.00 1 ,975.00
Gen. Exp. of Highway Dept. 17,000.00 19,000.00
Town Road Aid 573.29 569.63
Libraries:
Public Welfare:
Day Care Center (Art. 5)
Town Poor
Old Age Assistance
Aid to Perm. & Totally Disabled
Patriotic Purposes [Memorial Day, Etc.]
Recreation
Public Service Enterprises:

















































Interest & Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Meals & Rooms Tax
Highway Subsidy (CI. IV & V)
Gas Tax Refund




Bus. Lie, Permits & Filing Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Int. on Taxes & Deposits
Income from Trust Funds
Misc. Refunds
In lieu of Taxes
Nat. Bank Stock Taxes
Resident Taxes Retained
Normal Yield Taxes Assessed
Rent of Town Property





*Total Revenues from all Sources
Except Property Taxes
Amount to be raised by Property Taxes
(Excl. of County & School Taxes)
Total Revenues
*Total estimated "Revenues from all sources except Property Taxes" deducted from
Total "Appropriations recommended by Budget Committee" gives estimated "Amount



















PROCEDURE OF THE TOWN MEETING AT HOLDERNESS, MARCH 8, 1977
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Holderness, qualified to vote
in town affairs, and held in the Town Hall of said Holderness, New Hampshire, on
March 8, 1977, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, the following business was transacted:
Article 1 : To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year. See attached report.
Article 2: The reports of Town Officers and committees were accepted in entirety.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300 to
meet the requirements of RSA 442A in reference to the impoundment of dogs. Voted
in the affirmative unanimously.
Article 4: To see if the Town will authorize the withdrawal from the Capital Reserve
Fund established in 1974 by Article 14, the accrued interest of $970 to be used as a
set-off against the budgeted appropriation for assessment and tax map update. Voted
in the affirmative, unanimously.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for
the support of local hospitals. Voted in the affirmative.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the expenditure of $115. with
accrued interest from the anti-Recession fund account, to be used as a set-off against
the budgeted appropriation for Town officers' expenses. Voted in the affirmative,
unanimously.
Article 7: To see if the town will vote to authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 for use as
set-offs against budgeted appropriations for the following priority items indicated or
take any other action hereon:
APPROPRIATION AMOUNT
Police Department $ 5,000.00
Fire Department 2,500.00
Town Hall & Other Buildings 2,000.00
Capital Outlay - office Equipment 4,000.00
Voted in the affirmative, unanimously.
Article 8: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$22,230.00 to comply with State statutes relating to the cessation of open burning
dumps and the disposition of solid waste by other methods. Voted in the affirmative -
one dissenting vote.
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
said sum to establish a Capital Reserve Fund as authorized by RSA Chapter 35 to
finance investigatory engineering studies and possible land procurement in con-
nection with future needs of the Fire Department. Voted in the affirmative - with one
dissenting vote.
Article 10: To see if the Town will make any alterations in the amount of money
required to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year for the support of the
Town, as recommended by the Budget Committee in its report: to raise and ap-
propriate all sums so determined and to pass on any other vote related thereto not
acted on in a previous article.
Total Ballots Cast: 181 Total Check List: 795
For The Town:
Town Clerk
Gertrude L. Eisner 178
Blank 3
Treasurer




Selectmen for 3 years












Overseer of Town Welfare





Lyie M. Thompson 173
Russell Goss 1
Blank 7
Trustee of Trust Fund - 3 years




























Elsie A. Heyman 86






The moderator read the budget item by item. The Chief of Police, Mr. Gagne,
moved the police figure be amended to $43,000. Mr. Whitman seconded the motion.
Voice vote was in the affirmative with several dissenting voices. The budgeted figure
of $20,575 for the Fire Department was amended by Clifton Hawkins to $22,813
to include additional equipment. Seconded by Malcolm Taylor. Mr. Lyie Thompson
moved to accept the balance of the budget as printed. Motion seconded by Dr.
Staples. Moderator requested a vote to accept the entire budget including the
amendments to the police and fire departments. Vote was in the affirmative,
unanimously.
Article 11: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow in an-
ticipation of taxes. Voted in the affirmative, unanimously.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept a
warranty deed to Meadow View Road, so-called, said road to be thereafter a town
road. Vote was in the affirmative, unanimously.
Article 13: To see if the Town will instruct the Selectmen to issue the tax bills by
the fifteenth of August and to instruct the Selectmen to allow citizens to pay their
taxes in two payments without interest being added on. Article was declared illegal as
written and eliminated from the warrant. Motion made and seconded. Voted
unanimously in the affirmative.
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to administer,
lease, rent sell and convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired by the
Town by any tax collector's deed. Voted unanimously in the affirmative.
Article 15: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept grants from
the State of New Hampshire or the United States Federal Government. Voted
unanimously in the affirmative.
Article 16: To transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting. Mr. Roberts suggested the selectmen be empowered to investigate the
possibility of having two tax bills. Mr. Taylor seconded. Voice vote was in the af-
firmative with some dissenting voices.
Mr. Frank Webster moved the selectmen be empowered to form a five person
committee to study the minimum requirements for some form of zoning. Vote was in
the affirmative with some dissenting voices.
Mr. Dana requested a rising vote of thanks to Herbert Karsten for his services as
selectman and Joseph Carvelli for his as town treasurer.
Meeting was adjourned on the motion of Lyie Thompson, seconded by Mr. Dana.
1977 SUiyAMARY INVENTORY
DESCRIPTION GROSS VALUATION
Land (Including Current Use) 20,071 ,868
Buildings 20,677,488
Public Utilities 390,930
House Trailers & Mobile Homes 621 ,555
Boats 324,545
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS 42,036,389
Blind Exemptions (1) 4,900
Elderly Exemptions (30 1/2) 147,450
School Dining Room & Dormitory 150,000
TOTAL EXEMPTIONS 307,950
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED 41 ,731 ,936
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1977 STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
APPROPRIATIONS:
Town Officers' Salaries 6,800.00
Town Officers' Expenses 1 1 ,500.00
Election and Registration Expenses 800.00
Town Hall and other buildings expenses 4,685.00
Reappraisal of Property 3,500.00
Police Department 43,000.00
Fire Department 22,813.00
Blister rust and care of trees 1.00
Planning and Zoning 1,696.00




Health Dept. Including Hospitals & Ambulance 5,963.00
Vital Statistics 50.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 22,230.00
Town Road Aid 573.29
Town Maintenance 38,700.00
Street Lighting 1,650.00
General Expenses of Highway Dept. 17,000.00
Library 5,930.00
Town Poor 1,500.00
Old Age Assistance 3,600.00
Aid to permanently and totally disabled 1 ,000.00
Patriotic Purposes (Memorial Day etc.) 31 9.00
Parks & Playground 2,200.00
Cemeteries 800.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 200.00
Employees' Retirement and Social Security 4,1 00.00
Dog Care 300.00
Principal Long Term Notes & Bonds 1 5,000.00
Interest Long Term Notes and Bonds 2,1 41 .00
Interest on Temporary Loans 900.00
Construction Highways 10,000.00
Office Equipment 4,000.00
Investigate Firehouse Art 9 1977 2,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 240,509.29
Total Town Appropriations 240,509.29
Total Revenues and Credits 159,194.00
Net Town Appropriations 81,315.29
Net School Appropriations 41 0,569.00
County Tax Assessments 59,077.23
Total of Town, School and County 550,961 .52
Deduct Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 8,334.00
Add War Service Credits 5,800.00
Add Overlay 14,950.62





National Bank Stock Taxes 200.00
Yield Taxes 4,527.00
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 3,000.00
FROM STATE:
Meals and Rooms Tax 7,326.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 22,105.00
Savings Bank Tax 3,241 .00
Highway Subsidy 9,330.00
Reimb. a/c Road Toll Refund 1,000.00
FROM LOCAL SOURCES, EXCEPT TAXES:
Dog Licenses 500.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 800.00
Rent of Town Property 200.00
Income from Departments 200.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 23,000.00
Income from Miscellaneous Depts. 2,000.00
Surplus 58,000.00
RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE:
Revenue Sharing Funds 13,500.00
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Fund 970.00
Anti Recession Funds 115.00
TOTAL 159,194.00
Property Taxes to be Raised 563,381 .14
Less War Service Credits 5,800.00
Total Tax Commitment 557,581.14




School District .96 .97
County .12 .14
Average Rate 1 .34 1 .35
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state of New Hampshire





c/o Donald E. Dana, Chairman
Holderness, N.H. 03245
Dear Mr. Dana:
This communication is intended to serve as a status report on the examination
made by this Division of the accounts and records of the Town of Holderness.
The auditors' report and summary of findings are currently awaiting final Division
review in keeping with our established policy. We do not expect to be able to submit a
report of this audit prior to the publication of the 1977 Annual Report.
We regret the inconcenience which this may cause. However, we fully expect that




Due to the above it will be impossible to include the audit in the Town Report. The
audit will be available to the public in the Town Clerk's office when it is received by
the Selectmen.
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS











A. A. A., Guide
Ayer Insurance, Coverage
Branham Publishing, Guide





G. Eisner, Clerical & Exp.
Equity Publishing Co., R-S.A. Revision
B. Fortier, Transfer name
H. Heath, Mileage
L. Heath, Expenses






Nat'l ZipCode Directory, Directory
N.E. Tel., Service
N.H. Assn. of Assessors, Dues
N.H. Clerks Assn., Dues
N.H. Collectors Assn., Dues
N.H. Municipal Assn., Dues
N.H. State Treas., Audit & Boat Reports
Pemi. Nat'l Bank, Print Checks
Postmaster, Postage & Box rents
J. Putnam, Mileage
H. Sargent, Bookkeeping & Supplies


































































Name Map# Lot# Property
Description
Assessment
Lovett, A. Sidney Jr.
Lovett, Sidney, Sr.
Lovett, Richard & Jean
Lowies, Roland & Doris
Luhtala, Arthur N.
Lunny, Joseph & Dorothy
Luquer, Thatcher, Estate of
Lyman, Frank Jr.
Lynnan, Jeanne S.









Marden, Mark & Jacqueline
Mardin, Richard & Edith
Marden, Robert W.
Margeson, Ronald & Rosella
Mark, Robert & Theonie
Marr, Margaret L.
Marriott, Emmet & Catherine
Marsh, Irving R.




Mastro, Joseph & Judith
Matheson, Kenneth
Matthews, Harold & Janet
May, Richard & Mae
May, Dr. Rollo
McCarthy, James & Genevieve
McClay, Theodore & Ruth
McCormack, Euna
McCormack, John & Euna
McCormack, Richard
M3A L24 L/B 12,SS0.
(1/2 Int.)
M3 L1 L/0 23,300.
M2 LS4 L/B/Bt S7,S00.
M2 LSS L/B 24,100.




MSB L1S L/B/Bt S7,900.
Bt/0 260.
M5 LBS L/B 1S,700.
M10 L16 L/B/Bt 60,1 SS.
M11 LB L/B/Bt 9,1 SO.
MSB LSS L/B 69,6S0.
M5 L41A L/0 9,200.
M7 L9 L/B B.BSO.
M7 L44 MH/0 2,200.
Bt/0 1,160.
M9 L7 L/B 69,300.
M9 L11 L/B 20,SS0.
M5 L68 L/B 16,700.
MSA L72 L/0 1,900.
M2 L29 L/B 1S3,600,
M8 L2 MH/0 7,360,
MSA LSS L/B/Bt 3S,660,
M8 L42 B/0 31,000,
MSA LS7 L/0 4,7S0,
MS L11S L/B 123,700,
M6 Lfl L/B 8,7S0,
Ml OB LSA L/B 33,000,
MSB L5 L/B 4S,1S0,
MS L52 L/B 28,400,
M7 L74 L/B 41,0S0,
M2 L7 L/B 48,800.
MS L28 L/B 1,6S0,
MS L49 L/B 39,SS0.
MSA L27 (1-17) L/B 129,7S0.
MSA L27A L/0 13,6S0.
L/0 S,000.
MS L70 L/B 33,600.
MSA L69 L/0 1,800.
MSA L71 L/0 8S0.
MS L74,77A
77B,77C,80,
82,8SA L/0 6,1 SO
M4 L5 L/0 S6,4S0
M2 L32 L/B 44,900
MSA L2S L/B 44,4S0
M7 L37 L/B 19,6S0
M7 L40 L/0 7S0
M7 L69 L/B 29,400
M7 L44 L/B 10,100
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
Ayer Insurance, Co., Coverage 1,648.20
B. Baker, Services 30.00
J. Baker, Services 25.00
K. Baker, Services 10.00
S. Baker, Services 35.00
K. Barlow, Services 10.00
Brooks Auto Supply, Supplies 182.51
Clays News Stand, Supplies 21.50
G. Clay, Services 10.00
J. Cripps, Services 15.00
B. Eastman, Services 25.00
Exxon, Fuel 509.75
G. Farron, Radio 275.00
E. Ford, Services 25.00
General Electric, 2 radios 2,735.00
Granite State Fuel, Heating Oil 1 ,393.27
S. Graton, Services 35.00
S. Graton Jr., Services 30.00
E. Hanson, Services 15.00
H. Hartwell, Services & Supplies 38.58
E. Hawkins, Services 10.00
K. Hawkins, Services 35.00
K. Hawkins, Services 35.00
P. Hendel, Services 10.00
P. Holt, Services 10.00
D. Havrilla, Services 10.00
G. Hughes, Services 10.00
4 J's, Supplies 4.85
B. Karsten, Services 15.00
Lakes Region Mutual Aid, Dues & Equipment 5,994.17
B. Litchfield, Services 10.00
M. Long, Services ,^ 10.00
G. Mack, Services 25.00
R. Marden, Services 20.00
F. McClay, Services 10.00
T. McClay, Services 10.00
M. Graves, Supplies 30.85
R. Merrill, Services 10.00
Middleboro Fire App., Equipment 11.80
R. Miller, Services 25.00
Natl. Fire Protection Assn., Dues 46.00
N.E. Audiovisual, Repair Projector 139.15
N.E. Telephone, Service 476.60
N.H. Elec. Coop., Services 477.39
N.H. Firemans Assn., Dues 140.00
Oxygen & Weld. Supply, Materials 328.07
Pages Model A, Parts 6.50
Puccetti's, Supplies 21.04
Rands, Supplies 87.44
Sanel Auto, Supplies 440.28
R. Schlector, Services 35.00
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Simplex Security, Parts 3.48
Smith Piper, Supplies 31.86
Squam Boats, Supplies 13.85
Squam Lakes Exxon, Fuel 17.69
T. Stepp, Services 25.00
M. Taylor, Services 10.00
T.&.L. Elec, Parts 6.13
Treas. State of N.H., Equipment 284.72
W. Veasey, Services 25.00
P. Whitman, Services & Supplies 27.64
Paul Whitman, Treasurer 6,476.70
A. Whittemore, Services 10.00
C. Winton, Services 10.00
Wright Comm., Repairs 554.90
HEALTH DEPT.
R. Eames, Health Fund 200.00
Lakes Region General Hospital, Contribution 250.00
E. Melanson, Wages & Expenses 402.53
Mountain Media, Printing 37.00
Pemi Baker Home Health, Contribution 2,200.00
Sceva Speare Hospital, Contribution 250.00
Town of Plymouth, Ambulance 2,563.00
VITAL STATISTICS
G. Eisner, Fees 29.00
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
3MBPS1, Copier 1,491.15
Plymouth Furniture, Vacuum Cleaner 1 49.95
Sear Roebuck, Fireproof Files 1 ,663.40
TOWN DUMP
Ayer Insurance Agency, Coverage 315.72
Clifford Nicol, Printing Permits 18.80
G. Cripps, Electrical Work 300.00
Earth Inc. , Sitework 1 ,400.00
Ireland Lumber Co., Materials 22.10
Lakes Region Disposal, Rubbish Removal 3,855.00
Merrimack Farmers Exch., Supplies 16.09
T. Perkins, Building 1,135.19
Persons Concrete Forms, Forms 195.00
Pike Industries, Gate 985.00
D. Taylor, Wages 341 .50
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C. Tenney, Wages 5,556.70
B.J. Thompson Forms, Cementwork 1 ,646.00
L. Thompson, Wages 227.50
L. Thompson Sr. , Wagfes & Equip 1 ,697.00
L. Thompson Jr., Wages 126.00
Trojano Rhines Surveys, Survey 204.80
C. Winton, Wages 1 43.00
SUMMER MAINTENANCE
Ayer Insurance Agency, Coverage 556.00
Beede Waste Oil, Rd. Oil 587.50
Campton Sand & Gravel, Materials 1 ,076.27
W. Earl, Wages 1,869.50
Ireland Lumber, Materials 61 .38
D. Taylor, Wages 3,1 78.50
C. Tenney, Wages 72.50
L. Thompson, Wages 2,1 57.75
L.M. Thompson, Wages & Equip 8,733.00
L.M. Thompson Jr., Wages 1,197.00
C. Winton, Wages 1 ,010.87
WINTER MAINTENANCE
D. Bain, Clear Bridge 1 00.00
Campton Sand & Gravel, Materials 537.13
W. Earl, Wages 3,125.50
International Salt, Road Salt 2,075.57
Merrimack Farmers, Materials 69.50
MetraChem., Materials 731.90
R. Normandin, Plow Dana Road 184.00
D. Taylor, Wages 2,769.89
L. Thompson, Wages 658.25
L.M. Thompson, Wages & Equipment 6,264.82
L.M. Thompson Jr., Wages 56.00
C. Winton, Wages 2,720.03
GENERAL EXPENSE HIGHWAY
AIM, Supplies 124.20
Ashland Lumber Company, Supplies 47.40
Ayer Insurance Agency, Coverage 3,076.69
B & BChain, Parts 39.00
Barrett Equipment, Parts 145.60
Brooks Auto, Parts & Supplies 1,890.46
Chadwick- B. Ross, Parts 386.92
Cantin Chevrolet, Parts 8.96
Car-Go, Tires 209.62
Central Distributors, Materials 10.38
W. Earl, Repair Work 1 54.00
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Exxon, Fuel 3,403.27
Foster & Co., Hardware 1,110.17
C.A. Gould, Materials 66.17
Gulf Oil, Fuel 923.14
R.A. Hazeltons, Parts 1 21 .46
Hawkenson Enterprises, Hoses 68.19
Holmes Trans., Freight 10.40
Interstate Machinery Inc., Use of press 18.50
Jordan Milton, Parts 90.88
Lubrication Eng., Lubricants 181 .17
Merriam Graves, Oxy & Weld. Supplies 152.99
Midwest Tire, Tires & Tubes 1,418.66
Metra Chemical, Sand & Salt Chem. 720.46
Meredith Tire, Tires 294.26
C.R. McLoud, Parts 45.50
N.H. Elec. Coop, Traffic Lights 239.06
N.H. Explosives, Parts 312.00
Palmer Spring, Parts 26.70
Pandro Sales, Parts 566.38
Puccetti's, Supplies 286.76
Rands, Supplies 44.10
Rines Garage, Parts 467.80




Smith Piper, Supplies 19.53
State Chemical Mfg., Sand Chem. 130.38
Squam Boats, Equipment 6.38
C.W. Sleeper, Parts 48.78
Howard Thompson, Parts 27.50
Texaco, Lubricants 310.82
Unity Electric, Equipment 143.72
Wallace & Howard Oil, Diesel Fuel 924.34
Yeaton Oil Co., Diesel Fuel 47.02
LIBRARY
Ayer Insurance, Coverage 49.96
E. Dana, Treasurer, Appropriation 3,769.74
A. MacDonald, Librarian 1,880.30
M. Mann, Cleaning 230.00
TOWN POOR
A. Chabot, Case #1
9
200.00







Treas. State of N.H., Town Share 2,432.52
Treas. State of N.H., Town Share 573.29
STREET LIGHTING
N.H. Elec. Coop, Services 1,817.44
REASSESSMENT & TAX MAP UPKEEP
S. Blake, Map Work 866.28
Treas. State of N.H., Appraisers 1,997.52
Trojano-Rines, Print Maps 112.20
CONSERVATION
Ayer Insurance, Coverage 1 33.00
N.H. Assn. Cons. Comnn., Dues 40.00
MEMORIAL & PATRIOTIC
Ayer Insurance Agency, Coverage 1 51 .00
Dupuis-Cross, Parade 150.00
H. A. Holt & Sons, Flags 31.20
E. Jenkins, Expenses 40.00
Royal Eagles, Parade 80.00
Smith Piper, Supplies 5.00
RECREATION
Ayer Insurance Agency, Coverage 52.53
Ashland Lumber, Supplies 34.66
Clays, Supplies 2.43
4J's, Supplies 13.19
D. Labrie 981 .84
N.E. Tel., Service 67.83
N.H. Elec. Coop, Service 46.55
Puccetti's Hardware, Supplies 5.90
Prescott Lumber Co., Supplies 51 .97
Smith Piper, Supplies 31.84
Squam Boats, Equipment 45.20
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HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
Campton Sand & Gravel, Materials 2,421 .96
W. Earl, Wages 972.00
Charles P. Howe, Gravel 533.40
Red Hed Supply, Culvert 1,136.74
D. Taylor, Wages 900.25
L. Thompson, Wages 1,085.00
L.M. Thompson, Wages & Equipment 2,986^25
L.M. Thompson Jr., Wages 703.50
C.Winton, Wages 341.25
CEMETERIES
Ayer Insurance Agency, Coverage 71 .60
F. Avery, Lawn Care 378.00
Squam Lakes Exxon, Fuel 3.00
D. Taylor, Wages 84.00
L.M. Thompson, Wages 112.00
L.M. Thompson, Jr., Wages 128.00
ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL ASSN.
Lakes Region Assn., Contribution 200.00
PLANNING BOARD
Dr. Staples 480.94
Lakes Region Planning 1,046.00
DAMAGES & LEGAL EXPENSES
Deachman Law Office, Services 665.00
RETIREMENT & SOCIAL SECURITY
N.H. Retirement, Contribution 1,537.29
Treas. State of N.H. , Contribution 3,539.44
PRINCIPAL LONG TERM NOTES
Pemi National Bank, Payments 15,000.0^
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INTEREST, LONG TERM NOTES
Pemi National Bank, Payments 2,141 .00
PRINCIPAL, SHORT TERM NOTES
Pemi National Bank, Payments 120,000.00
INTEREST, SHORT TERM NOTES
Pemi National Bank, Payments 1,556.00
LIBRARY TRUSTEES 1 977 REPORT
The Holdemess Free Library had a very good year. Building improvements in-
cluded a new lower ceiling to conserve heat, and better lighting, thanks to the Town.
Attendance was up in 1977, with 68 new library cards issued, for a total of 233.
The book committee - Sandy Heath, Ken Hawkins, and Allison Hodges - improved
our book inventory. A good job well done. The hours during which the library is open
have been extended. A new series of pre-school story hours was inaugurated. We had
a very successful summer reading program. The trustees have continued their close
association with the State Library.
The Holderness Central School children have prepared and posted very attractive
exhibits each month, which are just great.
The Holderness Historical Society held a meeting in the library in November. The









REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
The Selectmen achieved a significant milestone during the year by contracting for
and establishing a containerized waste disposal facility, thus eliminating the open
burning dump. Efforts in this direction were greatly facilitated by the cooperation of
the Air Pollution Control Commission, the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative and
the action of Mr. Norris Littlef ield in donating land to the Town for the power line right
of way.
After nearly twenty five years as Tax Collector, Mrs. Bernice E. Shields submitted
her resignation. The thanks of the entire Town of Holderness are extended to Mrs.
Shields for her long years of service to the residents and nonresidents of our area.
The Selectmen were fortunate to be able to name Mrs. Corrine M. Demers, our
former Town Clerk for nine years, as Tax Collector to serve the unexpired term of
office.
We wish to thank all the Town officials for their wholehearted cooperation and
assistance during the year. Special thanks also to the various standing committees
who have worked tirelessly for the Town.
Donald E. Dana, Chairman
John L. Putnam
Irving R. Marsh
REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Holderness Police Department completed an increasingly active year an-
swering 1,248 various calls. This is up 528 from the 1976 amount of 720 calls. A
detailed list follows:
LIST OF CALLS
During the year the Department was proud to play a part in the arrest and con-
viction in Federal Court of several members of the Hudson Gang working out of the
Lewiston, Maine area. This group has plagued the Lakes Region for sometime with
break-ins and antique thefts. We now hope that this will curtail some of this type of
activity in the area.
The Department personnel was increased by the hiring of Michael O'Donnell.
Michael will be following in the footsteps of his father in law enforcement and with
interests in diving, flying, and photography is sure to be an asset to the Department.
He is a graduate of Plymouth State College and the N.H. Police Academy.
Upon moving into Holderness, Barry Wescott was hired as a Special Officer and
brings with him his expertise as past Sargent with the Waterville Valley Police
Department. He joins Special Officer Gary Mack in covering shifts and special events.
Gary has also assumed duty as firearms instructor conducting shooting qualifications
and instruction for members of the force.
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To supplement the Specials the Department hired Gerald Griffin for the summer to
cover the bridge area. Gerry is a criminal justice major from Northeastern and became
involved in all aspects of police work. To cope with the handling of female offenders,
we have Elizabeth Gehling to act as a matron when the need arises.
Again this year the Department made use of schools provided by the state for law
enforcement officers. Officer Zampieri successfully completed a two week course in
basic and advanced latent fingerprints taught by the F.B.I.
I would like to take this time to remind citizens to report any suspicious activity
they see and to also drive safely during the coming year.
Respectfully submitted,

































Disabled or Disorderly 14
Stoien & Recovered 6
Suspicious Vehicle 37
Traffic Checks & Warnings • 320
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Theft (from Vehicles) 12











Vacant House Check 18
Miscellaneous 77
1,248
FIFTY-FIFTH REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS FIRE DEPARTMENT
Thirty six calls for assistance were answered in 1977 (from Dec. 1, 1976 through
November 1977.) Fourteen were fires in Holderness buildings, ten were to assist
neighboring towns - Mutual Aid calls - six were search and rescue or requests for
medical assistance and six for such things as gas washdowns or pumping out flooded
basements. Funds appropriated by the town for fire and other disaster protection
continue to be one of the best bargains in town government considering reduced
insurance rates for having top-line equipment in the station and Mutual Aid
assistance available. We continue to urge the insurance underwriters to
recognize also personnel training, response time and specialized equipment which
make us more efficient. All of these factors work together to reduce the chance of
property loss, personal injury or death. An ice rescue kit has been prepared including
a fibreglass pram donated to the department. This small boat contains the gear
necessary to fish a victim from a hole in the ice.
At last year's town meeting $2,000 was appropriated to Initiate advance planning
toward a new fire station. Anyone who has tried to use our existing facility for a
meeting or other function can readily attest to stumbling over coils of drying hose or
having to climb over bumper to bumper vehicles. In one case, a longtime resident of
this town had to eat her dinner off the tailgate of our firetruck. Inquiry into the
availability of various federal funds has been made through Senator Thomas Mcln-
tyre's office in Washington. Consideration has even been given to the idea of a solar-
heated hose drying tower. It is important to note that 50% of last year's building fires
In town were chimney fires (see list below). The majority of these were in late winter
when creosote and fly ash had built up inside of flues to the point where they were
easily ignitable. A mid winter flue-scrubbing is recommended, especially if you are
burning less than fully seasoned firewood. Flues built outside the warmth of a house
tend to load up more rapidly than "central flues". Chimney fires, once ignited, burn




Keep 36 inches of clearance on all sides of your woodstove. This distance may be
lessened if you use a radiation shield held out one inch fronn the wall. Asbestos is
NOT a heat shield, it is just fireproof. We have seen fire in walls behind asbestos
sheets. Stovepipes should be at least 26-guage. The heavier thickness will resist heat
burnthrough and corrosion longer. A masonry flue is the safest. Place two inches of
sand in the bottom of your woodstove to reduce radiation and high temperatures
against the floor. We had a fire caused by not doing this. Do not store dry wood back
In the woodbox. We had still another serious fire caused by doing this.
Don't burn artificial logs in a metal woodstove. They give off corrosive gases that
eat away at the insides. Use a fireproof container for removing ashes. Remember,
ashes stay hot for hours long after you think they are out. If your flue does start to
burn (you can often tell by a loud roaring sound) call us immediately. Don't try to
extinguish the flames yourself. One family who tried this lost their entire home.
The Eric West family hosted an August 29 cookout for the members of the dept. and
their families. Eric said it was in appreciation for what we had done in trying to save
his boathouse. This left some of us to wonder what kind of celebration should have
been held in our honor had we saved the boathouse! As in years past, Holderness
hosted the September Mutual Aid Inter-Departmental Drill to which eight other towns
came. Using the Science Center's big field, we were able to practice working with
neighboring fire departments in maintaining a steady flow of water by tank. Edward
N. Warfield, new Chief Coordinator of the Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid Assn. in
Laconia, visited the dept. on Oct. 6 to bring us up to date on such things as cen-
tralized purchasing, new radio procedures and beefed-up training efforts. During this
past year we made available, for slightly above cost, battery and ac-powered home
smoke detectors. Our supply went quickly but you can purchase one almost
anywhere. NO HOME OR BUSINESS SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE.
IN EVERYTHING YOU DO AROUND THE HOME, SCHOOL AND JOB - THINK FIRE
SAFETY. FIRE TELEPHONE 1-524-1545.
Respectfully submitted,
Malcolm "Tink" Taylor, Clerk
Holderness Fire Department
CALLS FOR ASSISTANCE
[DECEMBER 1 , 1976 TO NOVEMBER 30, 1977]
AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME* = 2.66 MINUTES
AVERAGE TIME FROM CALL TO ARRIVAL ON SCENE** = 6.55 MINUTES
December 1 Mutual Aid, New Hampton
4 Mutual Aid, Ashland
12 Mutual Aid, Ashland
20 Mutual Aid, Waterville Valley
22 Mutual Aid, Waterville Valley
25 Marlon Watts, Kusumpe Point, Chimney Fire
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January 4 Janice Hayes, Route 3, E. Holderness, Chimney Fire
February? Mutual Aid, Ashland
18 Melvin Wlltse, Route 3, E. Holderness, Chimney Fire
18 Marjorie Hayes, Chimney Fire
March 4 Richard Downes, Route 11 3, Chimney Fire
5 Robert Melanson, Perch Pond Road, Chimney Fire
14 River Street, High Water
15 Central School, Water in Basement
April 4 Eric West, Bennett Cove, Boathouse Fire
15 Fieldhouse, Plymouth State College, spontaneous combustion
19 Mutual Aid, Ashland
May 24 Livermore Trailer Park, Route 1 75, Car Fire
3iO Ken Havi/kins, Glen Cove, Chimney Fire
June 1 Squam Lakes Exxon, Gas Washdown
15 Mutual Aid, Center Harbor
July 2 Route 3, Gas Washdown
8 Bethel Woods Campground, Medical Emergency
17 Melanson Brothers, Perch Pond Road, Office Fire
28 Mutual Aid, Meredith
August 6 Town Hall, Gas Washdown
7 Route 3, Piper Cove Seawall, Motorcycle accident
14 Eugene Waldron, Coxboro Road, Fire Alarm
21 Perkins Lane, Medical Emergency
24 Rockywold-Deephaven, ResuscitatorCall
29 Vinga Court, Brush Fire
October 10 Charles Parker Howe, Route 113, Search for Lost Child
17 Amelia Howe, Howe Road, Chimney Fire
31 Route 175 near Hard Hack Corner, Car Fire
November 11 IbraRoyea, East Holderness Rd., lost hunter
* the time from sounding the alarm to driving the trucks out of the fire station
** the time from sounding the alarm to arrival at the scene (includes out of town calls)
1977 ANNUAL REPORT OVERSEER OF WELFARE
Under present welfare guide lines, applicants must sign prepared forms attesting
to their need, those considered eligible receive one or more food orders to tide them
over until some arrangement is made for self support. During the year eight families
were interviewed, of which three received help.
The sum budgeted for Welfare is very variable. The year ended with the expense of
the town's share for three persons on Old Age Assistance and two people on the Total





ANNUAL REPORT OF PLANNING BOARD
The year of 1977 was a busy one for the Holderness Planning Board, with several
periods of intense activity, as indicated by its number of meetings. Five out of its
nineteen meetings were held during the month of March when the con-
dominiumization of two parcels of property, the West Wind Cottages and the White
Oak Motel was given consideration.
At least twice as many additional meetings took place (during this period) between
the Planning Board Chairman, the Lakes Region Planning Commission, and the State
Office of Comprehensive Planning, and the law office of Atty. Klllkelly. The intense
density of the cottages in both of these properties 23 and 26 units clustered on about
three and a half acres of land, with some of these units having sewage systems within
the 200 ft. radius of the water supply and close to the lake side of Big Squam, in the
case of West-Wind, and White Oak Pond for the White Oak Motel property. The
planned enlargement, winterization and utilization of these dense cabin colonies for
increased periods of the year, some year-round, could do nothing but cause pollution
of the land, and from there Big Squam Lake and White Oak Pond.
These and other considerations resulted in disapproval by the Planning Board of
both ventures. The Planning Board appreciated the moral support of the townspeople,
plus the officers of the Squam Lakes Assoc, the advice of David Scott and others of
the Lakes Region Planning Commission staff, and especially the legal council of Atty.
Klllkelly.
One of the problems that confronted the Planning Board was the State's definition
of the term "subdivision." This term, however, was given a broad meaning, which
included condominiums, in the Town's Subdivision Regulations. So that this
question would not confront our town again, or any other town in the state in the
future, the Planning Board Chairman, with the aid of the Lakes Region Planning
Commission and the efforts of Legislators "Tink" Taylor of Holderness and Neil
Mclver of Plymouth, was able to effect legislation broadening the State's definition of
"Subdivision" using quite similar wording to that found in the Town of Holderness
Subdivision Regulations. This new and broader definition of the term "Subdivision"
for the state became effective August 26th. 1977.
While passing around bouquets and words of appreciations, I would be remiss if I
did not again mention the Lakes Region Planning Commission. The Planning Board
Chairman Dr. Lawrence Staples, and Lawrence Flint represent the Town of Holder-
ness on this Commission. Last summer the L.R.P.C. reprinted the Town's sub-
division Regulations without charge, and the staff and their library is always available
for advice and study on request. The commission has also furnished the Town
with a series of maps depicting by color the nature and different types of soil to
be found throughout the town, also the wet-lands and rocky areas and different
degrees of the various slopes of our hills and mountainsides. A study of the coloring
of these maps tells with a "great" degree of accuracy the type of soil and terrain, thus
indicating the land's capability for use.
There are times, even after studying the map (of a subdivision), and traversing on
foot over the land in question by the Planning Board members, certain developers or
their agents are prone to be critical of the Planning Boards reports and decisions. For
example, in one instance it was impossible to stand in one spot for even a few
minutes on one parcel of land without becoming aware that one's feet were getting
wet. When the situation becomes too critical, and to verify it's own findings, the
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Planning Board will call in Mike Dannehy or one of his associates of the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture Soil Conservation Service at Woodsville to make an on-site examination of
the area in question, thereby verifying the Board's findings.
The Planning Board Chairman, again this autumn, together with Mrs. Staples, (at
their own expense) participated in the second Municipal Legal Training Consortium,
which was a rotation series of six lectures, being given on six consecutive Tuesday
evenings in six sections of the state by six of the State's leading attorneys. The
subject matter included Planning, Land Use, Municipal Administration, Subdivision.
Zoning Roads and Community Development. The series was sponsored by the
Lakes Region Planning Commission, the N.H. State Planning Office, the N.H. Bar
Association and N.H. Municipal Association. These lectures are of interesting value
as they bring to one's attention certain state and national court interpretations of
certain legal measures in the field of planning and land use.
As one of the Town's representatives to the Lakes Region Planning Commission
the Planning Board Chairman has attended each of the Commission's monthly
meetings (Bert Flint being the second member). These meetings have been held
monthly in twelve different towns in the region. The Commission hopes to hold its
monthly meeting in Holderness on Monday, April 24th. This will give the citizens of
Holderness an opportunity to see the Commission in action. The time will be 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. Just what the agenda will be I cannot say at this time. One of the programs
reaching completion last year was a study of a Regional Land Use Plan, which in-
cludes both economic growth and environmental protection for the region. It can
serve as a model for adoption by individual towns, if enacted it will bring the com-
munities in compliance with Regional Policies. One of it's objectives is to encourage
a balanced regional economy, which will provide employment for a population of
varied characteristics and employment skills, encouraging new non-polluting in-
dustry in the area, the protection and preservation of public water sources, Population
growth, transportation, housing, agriculture and tourism were also involved in the
study.
The following is the financial report of the Planning Board for 1977
Total amount appropriated for Town Planning for 1977 $ 1,696
DISBURSEMENTS
Holderness Share for Membership in the Lakes Region
Planning Commission 1,046
Routine Planning Board Expense 98.86
Subdivision Regulation Implementation expense 282.26
1,427.12
Total Planning Board Expenses for 1977 1.427.12
Unexpended amount of 1977 appropriation remaining in Town Treasury 268.88
This surplus occurred betause the pressures of certain planning board activities
prevented the planned and much needed revision and reprinting of the Town's Sub-
division Regulations during 1977. This planned for and much needed work becomes
an urgent expense item for the coming year. Also certain legal expenses, included In
the Planning Board appropriation were billed directly to the Town and do not appear
on this report. It should be noted that the Town is reimbursed for some of the above
mentioned expenses for Subdivision Regulation Implementation expenses through
the payment, by the Developer, of an "Application for Subdivision Approval Fee".
These fees amounted to $153.72 in 1977, and although "income" to the Planning
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Board cannot be used by them, and such funds are periodically forwarded to the Town
Treasurer. Members of the Holderness Planning Board are:
Captain E.M. Waldron Frances Ayer, Secretary-Treasurer
Milton Huckins Lawrence M. Staples, D.M.D. Chairman
Jon Bourne Donald Dana, Selectmen Representative
Peter Hendel
Representatives to the Lakes Region Planning Commission are:
Lawrence Flint
Lawrence M. Staples, D.M.D.
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence M. Staples, D.M.D.
Chairman
REPORT OF THE PEMI BAKER HOME HEALTH AGENCY
The Pemi Baker Home Health Agency continues to provide much needed health
care to Holderness residents. In 1977, the registered nurses made 187 calls in our
town. Home Health Aides made 63 calls and Homemaker Aides made 243 calls. These
calls often mean a patient can be cared for at home rather than in a nursing home.
In addition to skilled nursing care and homemaking assistance the Agency
provides service to new mothers and conducts free blood pressure clinics. Holder-
ness residents may attend the blood pressure clinics held in Ashland on the first
Thursday of each month at the Baptist church. We have been in need of a physical
therapist for several years. At this time plans are underway to share the services of a
therapist with the Sceva Speare Memorial Hospital. We hope this service will be
available before summer.
Each member town pays $2.00 per capita to make the services available. Costs not
covered by Medicare, Medicaide, or insurance are born by the patients according to
their ability to pay. Service is never refused because of inability to pay. All requests
for home health care must come through a physician. If you have questions about the
service call the Agency office at 536-2232.
Eleanor Wolf
Holderness Representative to the
Board of Directors
Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency
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REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS HEALTH OFFICER
In the last year seventeen permits have been issued for the proper handling of
waste matter.
About fifty phone calls have been received relating to health matters concerning
the welfare of the town.
As of January 1st of this year, sending a water sample to Concord costs the
residents $10.00. As stated in the letter I received: "Please be advised that effective
January 1 , 1978, as mandated by the 1977 legislature in footnote #56 to Chapter 600
Laws of 1977, a fee of $10.00 must be collected for all water samples analyzed by the
N.H. Water Supply and Pollution Control Laboratory."
Elwin Melanson
Health Officer
REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS PARK BOARD
The present Holderness Park Board Committee was organized late in the season
so only minor maintenance could be done to open the beach. This included leveling of
the building, and repainting the stairs, tables and benches, the life guard chair, the
float and the new volley ball post.
On June 17, 1977, Troop #70 as a community project mowed the lawn, and raked
and cleaned the beach area. They also assisted in placing life lines and the float in the
water. Special thanks to Paul Needham for all his advice and assistance and to Lyie
Thompson and his crew for hauling new sand, removing dead trees and all the other
help they gave us.
A special thanks too to all the people who helped sell tickets, for all the donations
from our businesses, and to local and state officers for their assistance to promote
the safety of our beach.
Many people enjoyed our lovely beach - we sold 85 tickets - and we hope that this







REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
RECYCLING:
After almost five years' existence the Holderness glass recycling project started by
Commissioner Al Bushnell, ended with the introduction of a solid waste compactor at
the dump. The Commission would like to see an ongoing program of resojjrce
recovery on an expanded scale since such things as paper, cardboard, aluminum and
glass are bringing good market prices. But to expand this idea in Holderness, as
some of our neighbors have done, means a commitment of funds to get it going.
WHITE OAK POND:
On August 30, Chapter 342 of the N.H. Laws of 1977 became effective. It restricts
the horsepower of motorboats on White Oak Pond to no more than 7.5 h.p. This was
done in response to members of the White Oak Pond Watershed Association who first
approached the Commission and then the legislature. The purpose of this new law is
to protect the small pond from the excesses of high speed boating and water-skiing.
In its final form the bill was amended to accommodate owners of existing boats of
higher horsepower.
LIVERMORE FALLS GORGE:
As far back as 1969 a study of six Lakes Region communities, including
Holderness, recommended cleaning up the junk and debris at Livermore Falls, and
development of the scenic area into a family picnic/recreation area. But it was
not until 1977 that some sort of positive action was taken - a Livermore Falls Gorge
Study Commission was established. This 12 member commission includes a
Holderness selectman, Planning Board member and chairman of this Commission. If
you have any ideas on what should happen to the area contact us and we will see that
your comments get to the right place. The Livermore Falls Commission has as its
prime job the study of the various uses the area might be put to, and working with the
present landowners who now have it for sale. Public hearings are to be held with final
recommendations being made to the legislature before the end of the year.
OLD SQUAMASEE LAND
In last year's annual report we mentioned the offer of land to the town by the
owners of Lake Forest development on the back side of Little Squam Lake. Two in-
formal meetings with the commission, owners, selectmen, a Planning Board member
and Squam Lakes Board of Trade have been held. The commission engaged an ap-
praiser who judged it to be in the ballpark of from $150,000 to $250,000. If the town
should decide to acquire it the federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation will pay half the
appraised value. In order to know whether or not to pursue this matter the com-
mission is co-sponsoring a warrant article at the 1978 town meeting to get the sense
of the voters.
DREDGE AND FILL OF WETLANDS
This Commission received only 5 applications for dredge and fill permits in 1977;
the Robert and Mary Denison property and Delphia Miclon, both on Squam Lake;
Robert Clark on Little Squam, and the N.H. Dept. of Public Works and Highways on
Route 113. No public hearings were called by this Commission. However in July a
complaint was received that alledgedly illegal filling was occurring in Grapevine Cove,
Squam Lake. The owner was requested by the Commission chairman and a police
officer to stop until proper sediment safeguards could be met. A final cease and
desist order eventually came from the N.H. Water Supply and Pollution Control
Commission.
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UNSIGHTLY JUNK AROUND TOWN
Complaints were received during the fail concerning unsightly junk cars along
Route 175. The complanant was sent a letter explaining N.H.'s Roadside Junk Law.
This Commission lacks the legal authority to take any enforcement action but would
like to see townwide support for a clean-up effort.
FIRST SOLAR HOME
The town's first solar heated home is now under construction on Mt. Prospect
Road. In 1976, Holderness voters approved the exemption of solar heating and






Malcolm "Tink" Taylor, Chm.
TOWN HALL BUILDING COMMITTEE
A minimum degree of improvements were accomplished at the Holderness Town
Hall during this past year, 1977.
The roofs of the three Town sheds adjacent to the Town Hall received a coat of
paint and two storm sashes were installed on the windows to the left of the entrance
to the Town Offices.
Due to inclement weather this past winter, the storm enclosure at the entryway
has not been constructed. Yet to be done, with money having been appropriated, is
the fireproofing of the utility room.
For this year, 1 978, we are submitting to the Selectmen the appropriation of funds
to resurface a portion of the road at the Town Hall and the walkway to the Town Of-
fices. It is the opinion of this Committee that our road agent, Lyie Thompson, who
with his experience and contacts should be the one to seek bids and direct this
project.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul M. Needham, Chairman
Kent Smith
Anna Heath
REPORT OF FIRE STATION COMMITTEE
It was decided by the Committee that a suitable building site for a new Fire Station
within a close proximity to the existing building is not obtainable at the present time.
Therefore, any new construction or re-construction should be planned for at the
current location.
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Since the report of the Committee in 1977 indicated the present faciiities to be
inadequate, a tentative floor plan and front elevation of a proposed structure v^as
presented to the Committee at a recent meeting by member Kip IHawl^lns to be
constructed at the existing location of the fire headquarters which would include all of
the faciiities and requirements suggested by the department.
A construction firm has given an unofficial estimated cost for an 8,784 square foot
facility, complete with solar heat plus conventional auxiliary heat, full insulation,
triple glazed windows, bricl^ colonial exterior, septic system, painting and decorating
at $55.00 per square foot.
There is a possibility of Federal granting for this purpose. This was one of the
recommendations put forth In our 1 977 report (which was read aloud by the Moderator
at Town Meeting March 8, 1977) that Federal money be requested for this purpose.
Our investigation proved that it was not available at that time. It is also reported that
at the time of this report no Federal funding is available.
However, a continuing effort to obtain Federal granting using the assistance of the
Lal<es Region Planning Commission and others shall be carried on this year. A
considerable amount of study and investigatory worl^ over a long range is required in
order to develop a definitive plan including the costs involved.
Respectfully submitted,
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HOLDERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS
School Board Patrick Cirincione, Chairman
Kevin Barlow
Elsie Heyman
Moderator Laurence Roberts, Jr.
Clerk Georgene Fabian
Treasurer Joseph A. Carvelli
School Doctor Alastair Craig, M.D.
School Nurse Mary Richards, R.N.
Assistant Superintendnet of School Daniel A. Cabral
Superintendent of Schools Donald H. Cosgrove
HOLDERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 31, 1977
The meeting of the Holderness School District was called to order at 7:45 pm at
Holderness Central School by assistant moderator, Malcolm Taylor. About 75
townspeople were present and board members: Mr. Barlow, Mr. Cirincione, and Mr.
Wentzell; principal Mr. Eames.
Mr. Wentzell moved and Mr. Kent Smith seconded:
ARTICLE I: I move to accept the reports of agents, auditors, committees, or of-
ficers.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mr. Wentzell moved and Mr. Kent Smith seconded:
ARTICLE II: I move that a contingency fund be established in accordance with
RSA 198:4-b, such a fund to meet the cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise
during the year and further to see if the District will appropriate $250.00 for this
purpose.
Mr. Wentzell then moved that the article be tabled until after Article IV. The vote
was In the affirmative.
Mr. Eames moved and Mr. Randy Dales seconded:
ARTICLE III : I move that the District will vote to authorize the school board to makp
application for, accept and expand on behalf of the School District all gifts, advances,
grants-in-aid or other funds for educational purposes, as may now or hereafter be
available or forthcoming from the United States Government, the State of New
Hampshire, or any other federal, state or local agency.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mr. Wentzell moved Mr. Dales seconded:
ARTICLE IV: I move that the sum of $453,250 be raised and appropriated for the
support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials, employees, and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Mr. Kent Smith moved and Mr. Michael Hayes, seconded that the motion be
amended to $425,250. When questioned why the $28,000 cut, he answered because
there was a $25,000 surplus last year.
Mr. Cirincione answered that the $25,000 was principally the result of a large
number of eighth graders going to private school and thus their tuition was not used.
Mr. Richard Morse commended the school board on keeping the budget at only 7%
increase.
Mrs. Olive Staples, budget committee member, said the budget committee agreed
with the board's total and that the board worked hard to keep it low.
The vote on the amendment was negative.
Mr. Wentzell and Mr. Cirincione said they would be glad to go over the budget line
by line, but it had been done at the budget hearing when everyone's questions had
been answered.
Mrs. Fairbanks asked whether the 4% increase for teachers was as it appeared.
Mr. Cirincione said that the total cost of salaries as negotiated and the additional
time for music and art would bring the total increase to over 6%. But the total
budgeted last year was not used because of teachers leaving who were replaced by
less experienced teachers. The net increase this year compared to last year is 4%.
Mrs. Eisner asked for a salary breakdown.
Mr. Cirincione showed on the overhead projector that there were nine full time, five
part time teachers and where their positions were on the salary scale.
Mrs. Flint pointed out that of the 795 registered voters only 120 families
represented the school. How can all these people stand the expense of a minority.
Mr. Lowies said other towns look to Holderness for salary scales. Mr. Lowies said
that the salaries should not be increased.
Mrs. Cirincione felt a good education is very important and can only be obtained
with good teachers.
Mr. Eames pointed out that the tuition cost per pupil had gone down from $1186 to
$1103, because of more students enrolled and efficient management.
Mr. Putnam asked what the increase was for the extra time for secretary, music and
art. It is $3,000.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mr. Wentzell moved that ARTICLE II be amended to read that $3,000 be ap-
propriated for the contingency fund. This is an increase of $2750. The reason the
contingency fund needs to be increased is for repairs for a leak in the roof which has
already affected the electrical wiring.
The vote was in the affirmative. This amendment puts the total budget to $456,000.
Mr. Taylor then read ARTICLE V: To transact any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
Mr. Wentzell then spoke about the move of another town for cancelling their
contract with the Area High School. He warned that if the courts voted in the af-
firmative for the town, all the other remaining towns would have an added burden.
Elsie Heyman, new board member, introduced herself.
Mr. Wentzell was given a vote of thanks for his term on the board.
The motion was made to adjourn.
Respectfully submitted,
Georgene W. Fabian, Clerk
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Holderness qualified to vote in district
affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holderness Town Hall in said district on the




To choose a Moderator for the com ing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the Schooi Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.










THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Holderness, County of
Grafton and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holderness Central School in said District
on Thursday, the ninth day of March, 1978 at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon of said day
to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1 : To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen
and to pass any vote relative thereto.
Article 2: To see what sum of money the District will vote to appropriate for the
repair or replacement of the school building roof, and determine whether such sum
shall be raised by borrowing under the Municipal Finance Act or otherwise and pass
any vote relating thereto.
Article 3: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials, employees and
agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Article 4: To see if the District will vote to require the School Board to publish a
detailed statement of payments, including salaries and wages, in the annual school
District report, such statement to be of the same type published by the Selectmen in
the Town Report. (This Article inserted by Petition).
Article 5 : To see If the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $400.00
to cover expenses of the District incurred in the implementation of an affirmative vote
on Article 4 hereof.
Articles: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the implementation of morning transportation for high school students residing
more than one-half mile from an established school transportation route and to pass
any vote relating thereto.
Article 7: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to make
application for, accept, and expend on behalf of the District, any and all grants or
offers or other funds for educational purposes, which may now or hereafter be for-
thcoming from any Federal, State, local governmental or private agencies.
Articles: To transact such other business which may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 15th day of February, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and seventy-eight.
Holderness School District








REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
In a time of ever-broadening responsibilities for education, we are vitally con-
cerned with giving opportunities to all students, no matter how individual their talents
or how special their needs. At the same time, we have not forgotten the basic and
broader purposes of education. We are all aware that children entering our kin-
dergarten in 1978 may graduate from our secondary school into a world radically
changed from what it is today. It may be a world where working hours are greatly
reduced and where the traditional "liberal" aspects of education become increasingly
important. It may, indeed, be a world that will understand the significance of
Aristotle's statement that the object of education is to help people use their leisure
rightly.
During this past school year I feel that the administration and staff have performed
admirably in finding ways to prepare our youth for the world of tomorrow. The quality
of a child's education depends on the ability of his Instructors and the quality of the
teaching he receives. Much time is invested in seeking out the best teachers available
for our Holderness children. We are proud of the staff mennbers currently employed.
Also, the curriculum — the subject matter actually taught In school — is a most
important part of a school system. The administration has been receptive to new
ideas and new ways of teaching, and has encouraged teachers to Innovate as much as
possible. It Is also true that we do not encourage any large degree of experimentation.
I believe that our curriculum reflects the creativity and flexibility of our teachers and
administrators, the encouragement and understanding of the school board, and the
community's support and desire for education. This past year was a successful
school year. There Is still much to do. We must continue to evaluate programs and
make our curriculum more relevant to our children's needs. We must continue to help
children learn more about themselves, their parents, their friends and their total
environment. Emphasis will be placed upon the importance of study, planning, and




EXPLANATION OF SUPERINTENDENTS AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY FOR 1976 - 1977
Chapter 189, Section 48 Revised Statutes Annotated of the State of New Hamp-
shire, requires that the school district annual report show the total amount paid to the
Superintendent of Schools as per the following quotation: "Reports. Each
superintendent of a supervisory union shall annually prepare a report of the total
salary paid to the superintendent, showing In detail the amount paid by the state and
each local school district and their share of same. Said report shall be filed with the
school board of each school district involved and shall be included in the annual
report of the respective school district as a separate entry. A like report and entry shall
be made for each assistant superintendent, teacher consultant, and business ad-
ministrator, if any is in service in the union."
One half of the supervisory union expenses is prorated among the several school
districts of the union on the basis of adjusted valuations. One-half Is prorated on the
basis of average daily membership in the school for the previous school year ending
June 30th. The salary of $22,000 which was received by the Superintendent of Schools
of Supervisory Union #48 during 1976-1977 was made up as follows: $2,500 paid by
the State of New Hampshire and $19,500 was prorated among the school districts
comprising the Supervisory Union. Allowance for $800 travel within the Union was
also prorated as stated above.
The salary of the Assistant Superintendent during 1976-1977 was made up as
follows: $2,380 paid by the State of New Hampshire and $16,620 was prorated as
stated above. Allowance for $1 ,700 travel within the Union was also prorated as stated
above.



























































ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
FEBRUARY, 1978
To the School Board, Superintendent of Schools, Parents and other residents of
Holderness, I respectfully submit my annual report.
Our enrollment continues to grow at a surprising rate. Growth patterns are difficult
to project, but it does appear that our community is going to continue to grow in the
near future. We presently have a student body population of 230 students which
represents a growth of approximately 15% over the last couple of years. Despite this
we have been able to accommodate these numbers by making necessary internal
adjustments and have not had to request additional facilities or staffing.
We experienced few personnel changes this year. Mr. Michael Popinchalk, a 1977
graduate of Plymouth State College, has replaced Mr. Mark Davis as ourGr. 5-8 Social
Studies teacher. Miss Elizabeth Ray, a graduate of P.S.C, has replaced Mr. Stan
Thurber as our vocal and instrumental music teacher. Mrs. Marcia Leavitt, also a
graduate of Plymouth State, has replaced Mrs. Debra Underwood as our classroom
aide. Mr. Ron Pelchat has replaced Mr. Richard McCormack as our head custodian.
Mrs. Virginia Lahey, a graduate of P.S.C, and Mrs. Mary Mumford, are serving as
tutors.
School-community relations is an area of concern that we are always searching to
improve. Since our town is spread over such a wide geographical area, our school is
the one common meeting ground that we all have. We are proud of the comprehensive
educational program that is available for youngsters. However, we also feel that it is
very important to communicate our program to our community. This keeps people
better informed, can serve to avoid misunderstandings, and can provide the stimulus
for meaningful discussions between students and parents at home. We welcome and
encourage feedback from interested residents of Holderness on any and all aspects of
our total educational program. We also encourage visits from townspeople during any
school day.
Our faculty has planned several evening events this year which are designed to
showcase student achievements. Among these are our Arts Evening, our Christmas
Program, the Science Fair, the Physical Education Demonstration, a three act play,
and the Spring Music Concert. In addition, parent-teacher-student conferences are
scheduled at the end of each term.
In order to further inform people of activities of School, the Record Citizen
publishes a "Spotlight on Holderness Central School" each week which includes
pictures and captions. These are designed to serve as a springboard for discussions
at home between parent and child. We also send home the "Holderness Central
Pipeline" on a monthly bas.is. The "Pipeline" includes newsworthy items of interest
and also contains a brief summary of learning activities in certain classes. We hope
they are informative. The Friends of Holderness Central School (FHCS) is our parent
organization that plans programs which are designed primarily to bring our com-
munity together for social events. Co-chairmen this year are Carol Gellert and Marcia
Jackson. A book fair and bake sale have been held at this writing. Plans call for a
casserole supper, another book fair, and a faculty-student softball game. Due to the
Interest and effort of many parents who are a part of FHCS, social gatherings are
held and money has been raised. The funds have been used to purchase boys' and
girls' basketball uniforms, support the skiing program, and provide dental care for
needy youngsters.
As we look forward to the immediate future, there are at least two nationwide
issues we must be aware of. One is P.L. (Public Law) 94:142 which is the "Education
for All Handicapped Children" Act. In essence the law mandates a free, appropriate
public education to all handicapped children, ages 3-18. As of this writing, the At-
torney General of our State has issued an opinion which indicates that it is the
responsibility of each local school district to bear the excess cost of this "ap-
propriate" education. There is no question that this will impose a heavy financial
burden on local communities in New Hampshire, and as a result, the Legislature has
been asked to consider a bill which would make the excess cost of educating a
handicapped child a State responsibility. The second issue revolves around the
"accountability" spirit in public education today; accountability on the part of the
learner as well as the school. Plainly, "competency based education" is the latest
transformation of this spirit or movement, and our school district will be involved in a
Supervisory Union effort to analyze its implications for each school.
Holderness Central is proud of its total program. Faculty and administration have
worked hard to develop a comprehensive curriculum which includes the basic and
essential disciplines of language arts, reading, music, art, mathematics, physical
education, social studies, home economics, industrial arts, and science. I want to
express my appreciation to our faculty for its conscientious efforts, cooperation, and
loyalty, which have made it possible to develop our comprehensive program. We are
also appreciative of the support we have received from our school board, students,
and community in general. Only by continuing to work for common goals can we
effectively maintain what we have built.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert C. Eames, Principal
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1 , 1976 TO JUNE 30, 1977
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1 , 1978 (Treasurer's bank balance) $10,886.05
Received from Selectmen
(Include only amounts actually received) 397,948.08
Current Appropriation
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources 24,437.67
Revenue from Federal Sources 1 ,303.77
Received from Tuitions 890.25
Received as income from Trust Funds
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds (Principal only)
Received from Capital Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources 782.14
TOTAL RECEIPTS $42^,361^91
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance and Receipts) 436,247.96
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 402,646.59




DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Date From Whom Description Amount
June 28 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 52.10
Aug. 1 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 52.10
Aug. 31 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 52.10
Aug. 31 State of N.H. Hot Lunch June 746.14
Sept. 6 Town of Holderness; Appropration 12,000.00
Sept. 13 Town of HoldernesjsAppropriation 12,000.00
Aug. 17 State of N.H. Title III 10.85
Sept. 13 Holderness Central Lost Books 12.45
Sept. 15 State of N.H. Sweepstakes 8,567.42
Sept. 28 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 52.10
Sept. 28 Town of Holderness; Appropriation 6,000.00
Sept. 30 State of N.H. Hot Lunch Sept. Ad. 531 .60
Oct. 6 State of N.H. Commodity Cashout 52.72
Oct. 14 Holderness Central Lost Books 8.00
Oct. 18 Town of Holderness Appropriation 10,000.00
Oct. 25 State of N.H. Building Aid 3,562.50




















































Town of Holderness Appropriation 1 2,000.00
State of N.H. E.V.R. Melanson 2,700.00
State of N.H. Hot Lunch Oct-Nov. 1,171.44
Sears Roebuck Refund 37.93
State of N.H. Hot Lunch Ad. Dec. 636.20
Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 58.12
Holderness Central Lost Books 4.00
Town of Holderness Appropriation 6,000.00
Town of Holderness Appropriation 55,000.00
Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 47.42
John Woodbridge Tuition 890.25
Town of Holderness Appropriation 5,000.00
Town of Holderness Appropriation 35,000.00
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch Sept. Act. 103.41
Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 47.42
Town of Holderness Appropriation 25,000.00
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch Oct. Act. 174.57
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch Jan. AD. 509.85
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch Feb. A. D. 416.72
Town of Holderness Appropriation 5,000.00
Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 47.42
Holderness Central Lost Books 23.75
Town of Holderness Appropriation 35,000.00
StateofN.H. National Forest 142.81
Holderness Central Lost Books 7.55
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch Nov. Act. 112.41
Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 47.42
Town of Holderness Appropriation 20,000.00
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch Mar. AD 676.84
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch Dec. Act. 165.80
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch Apr. AD. 690.18
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch Jan. Act 374.73
Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 47.42
Holderness Central Lost Books 12.00
Town of Holderness Appropriation 65,000.00
School Clerk Filing Fees 5.00
Super. Union #48 Title #1 806.49
StateofN.H. National Forest 43.62
StateofN.H. Non Food Assist. 2,062.50
StateofN.H. Hot Lunch 342.54
Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 47.42
Town Holderness Appropriation 25,000.00
StateofN.H. Federal Reimb. 300.00
Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 47.42
StateofN.H. Tuition Foster 200.00
Town of Holderness Appropriation 5,000.00
Town of Holderness Appropriation 30,000.00
StateofN.H. Sp. Ed Fund 7-104 582.35
Holderness Central Lost Books 73.00













CUR Current Use Recreational. Portions of this land are open to the
public without entrance fee for skiing, snowshoeing, fishing, hunting, hiking or
nature observation.
Only





Adams, Leroy & Beulad
Adams, Stanely
Adams, Stanley & Gladys
Adams, W. Carleton
Adriance, Vanderpool & Barbara
Ahern, Henry D.
Allen, Martin & Mildred
Allen, Priscilla
Allen, Stanley & Marion
Allyn, Dorothy
Althoff, Dr. Charles C.
Alvord, Buell, Estate of
Alvord, George C.
Alvord, James B.
Alvord, James B. & George C.
A.M.F. Inc.
Ammon, E. Jean
Anderson, Olav & Ruth
Anderson, Paul & Ella
Andrejkovics, Steven
Annable, Albert & Joanne
Archfield, Augustus T.
Armstrong, John C.




Avery, Frank K. & Eva M.
Avery, Maurice W. & Madeline
Avery, Mona
Avery, Richard P. & Ivis
Avery, Thomas
Ayer, Charles J. & Frances
Ayers, Robert & Elizabeth
Ayotte, Robert & Roberta
Bailey, Kenneth & Doris
j.
Bailey, Ray & Eleanor '
Baker, Edwin Jr. & Louise
Baker, Herman, Estate of
Bt/0 1,500.
M8 L2 MH/0 4,6S0.
M8 L2 MH/0 3,300.
M7 L71 MH/0 S,2S0.
M5 L41 L/B 18,S00.
M3A L17 L/B 60,1 SO.
MS L110 L/0 22,400.
MSA L10A L/B 40,400.
M3B L11 L/B/Bt 104,930.
M8 L2 MH/0 9,S60.
MSA L110 L/B 33,200.
M3 L22 L/B 38,300.
MSA L3 L/B/Bt 33,760.






MSA L111 L/B 40,700.
L/B 8B,6S0.
Bt/0 3,200.
MS L92 L/B 19,4S0.
MSC L2 L/B/Bt S1,93S.
Bt/0 1,720.
Bt/0 470.
MB L27 L/B 43,800.
MB L13 L/0 3,600.
MSC L1 L/B/Bt 38,170.






MB L2 MH/0 S,8S0.
MB L2 MH/0 4,200.
M10 L8 L/B 41,6S0.
M6 L2 L/B 18,SS0.
MB L62 L/B 13,S50.
L/B 10,4S0.
M7 L8 L/B 16,600.
M6 L9 L/B 21,9S0.
MB Bet L62&6S SO.
M9 LB L/B 43,700.
M6 LI MH/0 8,990.
MSB LI 7 L/B/Bt 31,27S.
MSB L27 L/B 36,SS0.
MSB LB L/0 7,300.
MSA L106 L/B 23,3S0.
MSC L10 L/0 23,7S0.
cu
Name Map# Lot# Property
Description
Assessment
Baker, Kenneth & Shirley M3 LI 7 L/B 35,450.
Baker, Loren & Linda M5 L52 L/B 34,500.




Baker, Roland M8 L2 MH/0 8,950.
Baker, Thomas Bt/0 20.
Ballinger, Wynne S. Bt/0 1,125.
Barker, Nathaniel C. M8 L18 L/B 39,250.
Barlow, Kevin J. & Anne E. M7 LI 34 L/B 41,550.
Barnes, William S. & Mary W. M10 LI 9 L/B 119,300.
M10 L47 L/Bt 6,780.
Barr, William A. Bt/0 1,850.
Barry, Donald T. & Emmy L. L/B 19,450.






Batchelder, James & Penny M7 L168 L/B 32,800.
Batchelder, Norma M. M7 L71 L/B 37,000.
Batchelder, William M5 L54 L/0 450.
Batman Company, Inc. M2 LI L/0 1,250.
M2 L2 L/0 5,700.
Beenhouwer, Owen & Lillemor M2 L46 L/0 300.
Beij, Pierce & Kathryn S. M3A L13 L/0 6,600.
Ml L7 L/0 17,750.
Ml L3 L/B 63,600.
Bellaud, Jean D. & Urilda M3B L26 L/B 30,400.
M3B L7 L/0 7,250.
Benedix, Harold M8 L2 MH/0 1.400.
Bennett, Ellen F.D. Ml 3 L3 B/0 22,750.
Bennett, JohnT. Jr. Bt/0 8,165.
Bennett, Miles N. M3B L61 L/B/Bt 31,120.
Bennett, Richard & Patricia
& Marsden, William H. M8 L7 L/B 16,200.
M8 L35 L/0 6,400.
Bensch, Michael M6 LI 5 L/0 4,600.
M6 LI 9 L/0 4,000.
Benton, Scott III M8 L2 MH/0 2,600.






Bergen, Nancy M3A LI 9 L/B 79,400.
Bern, Lillian Bt/0 3,655.
Berry, Bertha W. Ml LI 9 L/B 21,100.
M1 L20 L/B 9,000.
Bettencourt, Albert & Elinor M11 L66 L/B/Bt 59,630.
Big Perch, Little Perch &
Moosilaukee Pond Trust M10 L53 L/0 3,675. CU
M19 L30 L/0 15,400. CU
Bigwood, Hazel P. M5 L54
(1/0 Int.)
L/0 450.
Blair, Richardson M3 L47 L/B/Bt 56,450.
Blaisdell, Roger J. M5A L118 L/B 14,000.
Name Map# Lot# Property
Description
Assessment
Blake, Donald MH/0 7,3B0.




Blanchard, Don M3B L62 L/B 25,900.
M3B L47 L/B 19,150.
Bios, Peter & Merta M2 L45 L/B 63,220.
M2 L45 L/0 1,9B0. CU
M2 L44 L/0 5,550.
Bogigian, Robert & Deborah M5 L6 L/MH 16,B90.
Boivin, Ronald & Ruth M8 L2 MH/0 6,000.
Bonacorso, Anthony P. M3 L70 L/B 179,B50.
M3C L13 L/B 162,650.
Bothwell, Paul M3C L24 L/Bt 44,B00.
Bourne, Jonathan & Catherine M3C L7 L/B 61,700.
Bover, Sandra Bt/0 1,090.
Bowden, Burnham Bt/0 B15.
Bowden, F.P. Inc. M3 L113 L/B 274,650.
M3 L107 L/0 6,300.
Boyce, Mrs. Linden M8 L2 MH/0 2,400.
Boynton, Evan & Palmerie, Gus M3 L15 L/B B4,600.
Boynton, John Jr. & Dianne M3 L60 L/B 44,350.
Brandhurst, Richard Bt/0 940.
Brau, Vivian M3B L50 L/B/Bt 5B,315.
Brayshaw, Donald & Evelyn M5 L67 L/B 20,150.
M5A L6B L/0 3,000.
Bresnahan, Thomas & Elaine M3 L75 L/B/Bt 39,925.
Bridges, Turner Bt/0 195.
Brock, Ora L. M8 L2 MH/0 1,650.
Brogren, Donald & Nancy M7 L51 L/B 31,200.
Bronwell, Arthur & Virginia M3B L14 L/B/Bt 42,B25.
Brooks, George & Lucille M7 L10 MH/0 900.
Brown, Abbie L. MB L2 MH/0 6,000.
Brown, EarleF. & Marguerite M5 L16 L/B 56,600.
Brown, Earle M. & Myra J. MB L2 MH/0 6,000.
Brown, Ernest & Ida M5 L2 L/0 400.
M9 L14 B/0 4,950.
Brown, Frederick & Phyllis MB L54 L/B 39,500.
Brown, Ida & Tyrrell, Orvell M9 LI 4 L/0 4,750.
Brown, J. Willcox Bt/0 1,395.
Brown, Lucille M. MSA L9 L/B 2B,930.
Brown, Natale L. M3B L60 L/B 4B,65B.
Brown, Roger S. & Edith M3A L39 L/B 32,100.
Bryant, Robert & Janet M5 L1B L/MH 2,760.
Buckland, James L. Bt/0 470.
Buckley, Frances M. M3B L30 L/B 32,550.
Burgess, Edward & Marjorie M5 L22 L/MH 14,350.
Burleigh Corporation M11 L41 L/0 10,700.
M12 L3 L/0 13,950.
M11 L2B L/0 55,350.
M12 L2 L/0 75,450.
M10 L42 L/0 755. CUR
M11 L70 L/0 546. CUR
M10 L43 L/0 15,120. CUR
Name Map# Lot# Property Assessment
Description
M11 L14 L/B 42,150.
M11 L14 L/0 S,605. GUR
M9 L1 L/0 40,600. GUR
M11 L50 L/0 12,545. GUR
M11 L16A L/0 S4,S50.
M11 L16B L/0 S4,550.
M11 L16D L/0 7,050.
M11 L17 L/0 6,700.
M11 L18 L/B S9,200.
M11 L18 L/0 2,772. GUR
M11 L27 L/0 24,000.
Burnham, Betty M7 L71 MH/0 2,600.
Burtt, Floyd W.& Shirley M7 L66 L/B 25,500.
Bushnell, Nellie J.; Galley,
Richard & Goud, Frances V. M5 L45 L/B S2,S50.
Butler, Alexander B. M8 L2 MH/0 7,260.
Butler, George & Victoria M10 L75 L/B 11S,250.






Butler, Richard P. & Florence M10 L49 L/B 19,400.
M10 L29 L/0 785. GUR
M10 L32 L/0 1,400.
Button, Milton Jr. & Eleanor M5 L57 MH/0 7,920.
Byron, Eugene & Hazel M6 L12 L/B/Bt S7,555.
Byron, Evelyn S. M3G L27 L/0 200.
Galley, Richard H. Bt/0 670.
GardosI, Mrs. Nancy M3B L16 L/B 76,450.
Garey, Pamela M8 L79 L/B 26,850.
Garpenter, Jon & Susan M3 L18 L/B S5,600.
Garson, Joseph M8 L74 L/B 20,950.
Garson, Richard & Yvonne M. MB L76 L/B IS, 650.
Garvelli, Jospeh & Rose M5 L94 L/B 14,850.
M5 L57 L/B 8S,110.
M5 L57 L/0 750. GUR
M5 L57 MH/0 S,S05.
Gass, G. Brian & Linda D. M8 L82 L/B 22,450.
Gayer, Thomas E. & Roger J. L/0 7,950.
Ghabot, Alice M5A L66 L/B/Bt S6,620.
Ghabot, Andre & Theresa MS L104 L/B 61,S50.
MS L84 L/B/Bt 149,750.
MS L108 L/B 46,950.
Ghadderton, Kenneth & Susan M9 L1S L/B 11,300.
Ghaffee, Roy, Estate of M7 L17 L/B 22,450.
Ghamberlain, Ernest & Helen M7 L8S L/0 28,700.
M7 L57 L/B 32,600.
M7 L59 L/B 34,600.
M7 L56 L/B 38,550.
Ghamberlain, Stenley & Penny M8 L49 MH/0 3,050.
Ghamberlin, William L. & Barbara M5A L15 L/B/Bt 49,310.
Ghampion Papers, Inc. L/0 12,500.
Ghampney, Glifford & Lorraine M7 L11 L/MH 12,850.
Name Map# Lot # Property
Description
Assessment
Champney, Roger & Paulene B. M7 L7 L/B 22,700.
Chase, Anthony B., Estate of M7 L94 L/0 1S,4S0.
Chase, Mary E. MSA L92A L/0 8,6S0.
M5 LSB L/B 68,200.
Chenard, Peter MSA L6 L/B 42,1 SO.




Chevalier, Bruce & Erika MS L71 L/B/Bt 10,27S.
Choate, Arthur, Trustees U/W
Choate, Thomas & Jane M10 LSI L/0 1,6S0.
M10 L26 L/B 6S,800.
M10 L27 L/B/Bt 169,4S0.
Cicco, Michael Jr. & Beverly MSA L22 L/B 48,100.
Cirincione, Patrick & Barbara M3 LS7 L/B S9,7S0.
Cizynski, William & Phoebe MSA L99 L/B SS,6S0.
Clapper, William & Ruth MS L9S L/B 17,6S0.
Clark, Rosalia M2 L47 L/0 7,800.
Clark, William Bt/0 S90.
Closson, David & Mildred C. M3 L42 L/B/Bt 12,0S0.








Collins, William & Sophie MSA L7SA L/0 7,100.
MS L89 L/B/MH 88,4S0.
Comeau, Arthur MS LS L/B S,OSO.
Conkling, John Bt/0 SSO.
Conklin, Nancy M. M3C L81 L/B 99,2S0.
Connary, Merlin & Jeanette MSB L61 L/0 800.
Connelly, John & Ella MSA L6 L/B S9,4S0.
MS L20 L/B 361, SSO.
Connelly, Robert MS L11S MH/0 1,S3S.
Conover, Woolsey & Beatrice MS L7 L/B/Bt S9,040.
Conrad, Doris MSA L104 L/B 25,9S0.
Converse, John & Ruth Mg L29 L/B 6,200.
M10 LSS L/B 17,7S0.
Cook, Charles Jr. Bt/0 1,160.
Cook, John F. & Ellen M7 L48 L/B 27,4S0.
Coolidge, Harold J. M12 LS (Cards
1-7)
L/B/Bt 127,880.
Coolidge, Robert Bt/0 780.
Coolidge, Thomas R. M12 L4 L/B/Bt S4,SS0.
Copenhaver, Dr. L.B. Bt/0 660.
Corbett, Derwood & Mavis M7 L4S L/B 24,8S0.
Cosgrove, Donald & Gloria M7 L22,2S L/B S3,6S0.
Cote, James L. MSB LSS&S6B MH/0 6. ISO.
Cote, Leona A. M7 L122 L/0 7,400.
Cote, Richard & Helen MB L2 MH/0 3,300.
Court, David & Jeannine MS L4 L/MH 14,400.
Covin, Theodore M. MS L61 L/0 14,100.
Name Map# Lot# Property
Description
Assessment
Coyne, Momuth M8 L2 MH/0 9,000.
Grain, James & Ann M8 L19 L/B S8,4S0.
Crane, Dr. Henry & Emily MSA L47 L/B S,SOO.
M12 L7 L/B/Bt 20,810.
Crawford, James W. M3 L96 L/B/Bt 99,08S.
Cripps, Gary L/B 29,100.
Crone, Peter G. M3B LS4 L/B 100,400.
Crosby, Robert & Constance MSB L4S L/B S4,SS0.
Crowell, Michael & Margaret M7 L1S9 L/B 29,2S0.
Crowell, William & Barbara MSA L1S L/B/Bt 7S,720.
Crowley, Mary E. M3B L2 L/B S4,S00.
Cummings, Charles H. M3 L68 L/B S7,7S0.
Cummings, Charles Jr. M3B LS2A L/B 2S,4S0.
Currier, Bertram & Patricia M7 L93 L/B 60,900.
M7 L114 L/0 10,700.
M7 L49 L/B 19,SS0.
M7 L124,12S L/B 9,100.
Currier, Charles & Frances M7 L80 L/B 33,SS0.
Currier, Dorothy M7 L79 L/B 24,100.
Currier, Jack M3C L9 MH/0 12,620.
Currier, Leslie F. M7 L98 L/B 19,900.
Currier, Preston & Mary M7 L92 L/B/MH 42,200.
Currier, Richard M2 L8 MH/0 S,SSO.
Currier, Richard & Barbara M3C L9 L/B S4,100.
MS L61 L/B 28,400.
Currier, Stephen M5 L32 MH/0 8,700.
Currier, Stephen & Elizabeth MS L2S L/B S9,4S0.
Cusing, William & Jacqueline M8 LS6 L/B 3S,2S0.
Custance, Robert W. & Ruth M3B L1 L/B/Bt 71,200.
Dalton, Paul M. ; Clancy, Christofe r
& Wheeler, D. MS L32 L/0 S,100.
M4 L2 L/0 18,7S0.
Daly, Carl F. M3A L8 L/B 48,6S0.
D'Ambrosio, Patrick & Agnes MS L91 L/B 1S,S00.
Dana, Donald & Evangeline M9 L20 L/B 4S,SS0.
Danforth, CeliaM. MB L47A L/B/MH 11,300.
Daniel, Richard M. M4 L48 L/B 33,1 SO.
Daniels, Edwin & Priscilla MS L69 L/B 40,400.
Davenport, Richard R. M3 L10 L/B 2S,4S0.
M3A L28 L/B 11,000.
{7/S6 Int.)
MS LS6 L/B 43,1 SO.
Davie, Helen M MS L48 L/B 93,6S0.
M3 L2 L/B 72,0S0.
MSA L2S L/B 12,000.
Davis, Larry & Patsy M7 LS L/B/MH 21,68S.
Davy, Helen K. Britt MS LS7 MH/0 400.
DeAngelis, George & Marilyn MS L67 L/0 21,SS0.
Pusch, Karl & Barbel
DeAngelis, George & Marilyn MB L67 B/0 10,7S0.
Dearborn, Barbara M7 L7S L/B SI ,800.
Dearborn, Dennis M7 L7S MH/0 1,8S0.
Name Map# Lot# Property Assessment
Description
Dearborn, Richard & Judith M8 L9 L/B SB,1S0.
DeCrestfaro, Mildred MSA LI 09 L/B 1S,2S0.
Deerwood, Camp Inc. M3 L99 L/B/Bt 481,6S0.
DeFlaminis, Edith M10 L40 L/B 17,4S0.
DeMarco, Dominic & Dorothy M11 LIS
(1/2 Int.)
L/B II.BSO.
Dembiec, William & Sara J. MSA LI 21
A
L/B/Bt 46,SS0.
Demers, Corinne MSA LBS L/B 79,1 SO.
Demers, Robert & Judith MS LI 7 L/B 2S,2S0.
Denison, Robert & Mary M3A L21 L/B/Bt 100,6SS.
DeWitt, Reginald M4 L20 L/B/Bt B6,97S.
Dicey, Clyde M8 L2 MH/0 1,200.
Dinsmore, Leonard & Mary M3B LS26 L/B/MH 4S,1S0.
Dion, Gilles & Monique MSA L22A L/B 101, ISO.
DiSanto, Anthony MH/0 7,060.
Dixon, Robert & Brenda MS LS L/MH 12,6BS.
Doane, Mark MH/0 1,700.
Dobens, Leondard L. MH/0 1,S00.
Doggett, Edward, Estate of MSB LSS L/B/Bt SS,200.
Downes, Mrs. AlmaT. M11 L72A L/B S1,4S0.
Downes, Richard & Joan M11 L2 L/B S2,100.
Downing, Laura MS LSB L/B 24,000.
Dubeau, Nellie M7 L97 L/B 1,6S0.
Ducharme, George G. M8 L2S
(1/2 Int.)
L/0 S,77S.
Duda, Thomas & Judith MB LSSA L/B SB,9S0.
Dunnell, William W. etal MSA L4B L/B lO.SOO.
MS LS L/B 29,1 SO.
M3 LS L/0 2,100. CU
Dunphy, Edwin B. Bt/0 270.
Dunton, Elaine D. M2 LS L/B S6,9S0.
Durgin, Mary E. MSB LSS L/B SO,SSO.
Dussault, Thomas MSA L7 L/B 101,400.
Eagan, Earline M7 LI 41 L/B 27,900.
Eagle, Harry MS L4 L/B 1S,S00.
Eames, Robert & Cynthia M9 LI 2 L/B S2,SS0.
Earl, Wilson & Margaret Ml LI 4 L/B 20,1 SO.
Eastman, Barry G. MS LS7 L/B 24,2S0.
Eastman, Lillian A. MS L62 L/B 26,BS0.
MSA L49 L/0 1,4S0.
Eastman, Robert & Rita M11 L72 L/B 19,SS0.
Elks Lodge M7 L82 L/B B1,800.
Elliott, William & Louise MS L2 MH/0 9,6S0.





M9 L26 L/B 26,720.
Emerson, Denley W. L/0 7,S40. CU
Episcopal Church M3 L29 L/B 68,9S0.
Fabian, Richard & Georgene M3 L97 L/B 62,100.
M3 L71 L/0 12,6S0.
M3 L91 L/O S.SOO.






Farley, David & Patricia
Farley, James
Farnnar, Arthur & Mary
Farmar, Florence, Arthur, Marjorle
& Leblanc, Dorothy
Farnhann, Mabel E.
Farnsworth, Albert & Betty
Fay, Robert D.
Feldman, Dr. Merrill
Felton, Ambrose, Ann, Edward





Fitz, William & Nancy
Fleming, Robert F.
Flenniken, Wayne & Judith
Fletcher, John & Elizabeth
Fligg, Joseph H.
Flint, Laurence & Elizabeth
Ford, Robert & Patricia
Fowler, Wesley & Lynde, Norman
Fox, John & Dolores M.
Francesco, Louis P.
Frank, Augustus & Patricia
Freedberg, Irwin
Freedburg, Milton & Carl
French, Gary & Carol
French, Herbert
B/0 200
M3 L72 L/Bt S,BSO
M9 L10 L/B S2 SSO
M3C L14 L/B/Bt SS 2S0
Ml L1B L/B S SSO
M10 L17 L/B 16 BOO
M10 L46 L/MH B 1S0
M7 L140 L/B 44 200
M8 L2 MH/0 6 770
M9 L21 L/0 1S 7S0
MQ L22 L/B S7 BSO
Mg L9 L/C 9 SSO
M1 L6 L/0 11 2S0
M4 L4 L/B S6 SOO
M8 L2 MH/0 6 S95
M8 L43 L/0 7 SSO
M36 L12 L/MH/Bt IB 400





MSA L75 L/B 42 BSO
M7 L2BA L/B SB 600
MSA L2 L/B 169 200
MSA L32 L/B/Bt 26 100
M11 L19A L/B SI BOO
M2 L11 L/0 B SOO
MSA L26,26A L/B S9 OSO
MSA L11S L/B IB SSO
MB L2 MH/0 6 200
M11 L37 L/B/Bt 196 490
M8 L4B L/B IB SOO
MH/0 2 200
M8 L47 L/0 10 200
MS L35C L/B SI 2S0
B/0 3 7S0
MS LB6 L/0 s 700
MS L7B L/B/Bt SS S9S
MSA L79 L/B 6B SSO
MSA L44 L/0 1 SSO
MSA L7B L/0 4 400
Bt/0 1 200
M7 L1B0 L/B 69 SOO
MSC L1B L/B SS BOO
MSC L19 L/0 S6 700
MSC L20 L/B S7 150
M2 L2S L/B 42 SSO
M2 L2B L/0 6 400
M6 L14 L/B 2B SOO
M6 L20 L/0 5 000
MB L2S L/0 3 77S
Bt/0 1 100
Name Map# Lot# Property
Description
Assessment
Gould, LeIaA. M3C L2S L/B 49,2S0.
Gove, Robert & Patricia M2 L15 L/B 26,2S0.
Grady, Mrs. R.E. Bt/0 SSO.
Grafton County Home for
the aged Mg L24 L/0 10,800.
Graton, Arnold & Elizabeth M5 LS6 L/B S7,900.
Graton, Milton S. M5 LSS L/0 9,6S0.
Graton, Milton & Doris M5 LSS L/B 10,SS0.
Graton, Stanley M6 L24 L/B 2,SS0.
M5 LS4 L/B 2S,2S0.
Graziano, Anthony M2 L12 L/MH 129,900.
Greason, Stephen & Elizabeth MSA L102 L/B/Bt 49,875.
Great Northern Rec. &
Development Corp. M2 L22 L/B 62,2S0.
Greenleaf, John M8 LSS L/B 22,200.
M8 LSS L/0 2,610. CU
Greenleaf, Roy C. M5 L9S MH/0 SOO.
Greenleaf, Walter, Estate of M10 LS4 L/B 17,100.
M10 L54 L/0 1,S60. CU
M8 L71 L/0 1,S6S. CU
M9 L28 L/0 4,080. CU
Greenwood, Reginald & Gertrude M5 L87 L/B SI ,400.
MSA L7S L/0 1,900.
M7 LS9 L/B/Bt 19,2S0.
Gregg, David A., Estate of M11 L75 L/B 1S,200.
Gregg, EllaC. Trust M11 LS4 L/B 118,200.
M11 LSS L/0 4,900.
Gregg, David A. Bt/0 680.
Gregg, Stephen Bt/0 960.
Grossman's M7 LSO L/0 1S,9S0.
M7 L46 L/0 S,900.
Grumman, Carol E. M3 LS1 L/B 41,900.
Grumman, G. Sterling & Helen M3A L2S L/B S0,400.
Gulon, Richard & Jean M1 L12 L/B 44,0S0.
Gulf Oil Company L7 LSS L/B 62,S00.
Guyotte, Dorothy C. M2 LS9 L/B 57,2S0.
M2 L47A L/0 21,4S0.
M2 L47B L/0 8, SSO.
Guyotte, Robert M2 LS9 MH/0 S,040.
Haan, Peter D. & Elsie MS LS9 L/B 2S,4S0.
Hack, Marion S. M7 L106 L/B 74,1 SO.
Hagg, Edna MS L4S L/MH 12,200.
Haines, Edith M. MSA LSS L/B 41,400.
Hall, Kathryn & James R. MSB LS7 L/B/Bt SS,700.
Hall, Lester & Lucille M. M2 LSS L/B 4S,4S0.
M2 LS6 L/B 19,600.
M2 LSO L/B 11, SSO.
Hall, Victor MB L2 MH/0 4,6S0.
Ham, Thomas & Fanny C. M13 L1 L/B S8,S00.
M13 L1 L/0 1,440. CU
Hammond, Everett & Norma MSA LS2A L/B S8,7S0.
MSA LS2 L/B/Bt SO,SOO.
MSA LSS L/0 9,0S0.
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Furmanick, Peter & Rose




Gage, Roger & Beryl
Gagne, Richard & Barbara
Gagnon, A. Roland
Gagnon, C. Roger
Gallagher, Herbert & Patricia
Garland, John F.
Gatz, Philip
Gaudet, Gregory & Mary
Gaumont, John & Theresa
Gauthier, Edward & Golios, Delva
Gehling, Marlon L.
Geldart, Russell H.
Gellert, Donald & Carol
George, Harry
George, Pearl




Giroux, Gerald Jr. & Patricia





Goodridge, Donald & Marilyn B.
Gordon, Richard L.






M8 L8S L/MH 17,300.
M11 LS9 L/B/Bt 3S,42S.
Bt/0 SOO.
MSB LS2 L/B S4,000.
M7 L103 L/0 1,2S0.
M7 LI 94A L/0 3,000.
MSA L89A L/B 38,800.
M8 L8S L/B 32,0S0.
M5 L8 L/MH 18,1 SO.
M5 L8 L/B 17,300.
M5 LS9 L/B 69,SS0.
MSA L88A L/0 36,000.
Bt/0 90.
Bt/0 S6S.
M7 L17S L/0 400.
M7 L17S L/0 1,200.
M3C L2S L/B/Bt 46,S00.
M7 L44 MH/0 11,400.
M11 LBS L/B 69,S00.
M11 L64 L/B/MH 10,1 SO.
M11 L10 L/B 1S,7S0.
M7 L9SA L/B 39,SS0.
MH/0 6,180.
MH/0 4,7S0.
M8 L81A L/B 7,2S0.
M3 LS L/B 22,200.
M3B L6 L/0 7,2S0.
M3B L2S L/0 8,600.
M4 L27 L/B 34,2S0.
M4 Cards 1-62 L/B 177,300.
M3 L41 L/B 64,4S0.
MS L68A L/B 10,400.
Bt/0 S40.
MSA L11S L/B 27,300.
Mil L11 L/0 8S0.




M3 L9 L/B 6,7S0.
M3B L24 L/B 44,440.




MS L48 L/0 1,8S0.
MS L49 L/0 9,0S0.
M5 LSS L/B/Bt 117,970.
MS L92 L/B 93,4S0.
MS L88 L/B 39,600.
MSA L74 L/0 2,900.
MS L91B L/B/Bt 138,160.
CU
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Hole, Helen G. & Kelser
Melvin & Elizabeth
Holland, Ralph & Myrtle
Hollister, William H.








Howe, Charles & Eva
Howe, Charles P.
Howe, David Jr. & Joyce
Howe, Priscilla A.
Howe, Richard A.
Howe, Robert & Janice
Howe, Samuel & Deborah
Howe, Sydney & Olivia
Howell, Jerome
Hubley, David & Dawn
Hubley, Earl P. & Mary J.





M3 L109 L/B 29,400.







M3C L16 L/B 22,600.
MS L6S L/B 24,100.
Bt/0 400.
M7 L4 L/0 S50.
Bt/0 1,S00.
Bt/0 600.
M7 L99 L/B 45,950.
M5 L69 L/B 18,000.
M11 L19 L/B/Bt S4,980.





M10 LS6 L/B 50,500.
M5 L40 L/B S8,500.
M11 L98 L/B 54,000.
MSB LS5 L/B 70,450.
M5 LS9 L/B 21,S00.
M10 LS8 L/0 5,550.
M10 L12 L/B 51,600.
M5 L44 L/0 S,SOO.
MSB LS6 L/B SS,050.
M10 L9A L/B 48,S00.
Bt/0 125.
MS L116 L/B 27,900.
MS L116 MH/0 1,195.
M7 L1S L/0 2,400.
M7 L178 L/0 8,750.
M7 LI 2 L/0 5,815.
M7 L179 L/B 61,040.
L/0 1,225.
M2 L54 L/0 SOO.
L/0 600.
on Land of F. Huckins B/0 11,200.
owview Road L/0 2,400.
M7 L28 L/0 4,S00.
M7 L27 L/0 S,500.
M7 L26 L/0 2,150.
M7 L24 L/0 2,000.
M7 L19 L/0 2,450.
M7 L16 L/0 S,400.
M7 L1 L/0 1,700.
M7 LS7 L/0 9,250.






Name Map# Lot# Properly
Description
Assessment
Hanaford, Harold & Florence
Hanna, Mrs. Paul E.
Hansen, Earl
Hanson, Frederick & Catherine
Harlow, Patricia
Harmony, Joe




Hartwell, Hubert & Lillian
Hartwig, Romain, Estate of
Haseltine, Franklin
Hawkins, Clifton
Hawkins, Kenneth & Thelma
Hawley, Frank & Alethea W.
Hayes, Janice







Heath, Michael & Janet
Hemstreet, Richard
Hendel, Peter & Margaret
Henderson, Mrs. Harold
Henderson, James & Ruth W.
Hepworth, David
Hession, Anne S. Ancillary Est.
Heyman, Elsie
Hiam, Peter & Helen
Hickman, J. Henry & Emily
Estate of
Hill, Alan W. & Nancy J.
Hill, EdnaC.
Hill, Katherine A.
Hill, Lewis & Rowena
Hill, A. Walter& Donna
Hilliker, Eugene & Mary D.
Hinsley, John W.
M5 LS6 L/B/Bt 31,6S0.
MSA L97 L/B 1S,7S0.
M3B LS8 L/B SS,BSO.
MS L24 L/B SS,4S0.




M8 L2 MH/0 S,B90.
M11 LS1 L/B/Bt 1SS,4S0.
M11 L12 L/0 12,SS0.
M7 L1SS L/B S8,4S0.
M3A L4B L/B S4,0S0.
M5 L2S,26 L/C S,S20.
M5 L2S B/MH S,BOO.
M2 LSS L/B 74,700.




MS L9S L/B 4S,S00.
MSB LS2B L/B/Bt 4B,S70.
M11 L69 L/B/Bt 76,2B0.




M11 LS9 L/0 2,400.
M8 L6S L/B 27,600.
MSA L2B L/B S0,7S0.
M2 L1BA L/0 9,B00.
M6 LIS L/B S7,S00.
MB L72 L/0 1,000.
MS L117 L/B 41,0S0.
M7 L68 L/B 16,BS0.
MS L11S MH/0 2,100.
MB LS2 L/B 40,800.
M7 L127 MH/0 1,27S.
MSB L41 L/B S9,3S0.
Bt/0 2,600.
M11 LIS L/B S9,8S0.
M7 LI OS L/MH 9,8S0.
M11 LSI L/B/Bt 20S,78S.
M11 LS7 L/B/Bt S6,2S0.
M7 L2S L/0 2,S00.
M7 LSS L/B 27,700.
M7 L89 L/B 22,SS0.
M7 LB9 L/0 670.
MSB LS L/B/Bt 4S,1S0.
MS L2B L/B/Bt SI ,960.









Huckins, Reginald & Dorothy
Hughes, Gregory A.
Hunkins, Carl W.
Hunkins, Mildred Estate of
Hunnewell, Keith, Estate of





Hyde, Harold E. & Mary R.
Inkell, Theodore & Mabel
Ireland, Clifford & Harriet
Ireland, Ray & Anne
Irion, Alysse B.
Irvine, Daniel & Theresa
Jacques, Donald
Jacques, Nelson & Sadie
Jess, Thonnas J. Jr.
Jirkovsky, Charles & Susan
Johnson, Frederick & Rhea
Johnson, Lee T. & Lillian C.
Johnson, Richard & Robin
Johnson, Wilfred
Kaplan, Sara




Keith, Mrs. Susan B.
Kelley, Barbara
Kelley, James & Roena
Kelly, John J. & AnnaG.
Kellogg, Howard
Kemple, Camilla
Keniston, Davis B. Ill
Keniston, Priscilla
Kennedy, Albert & Joan
Estate of
Kenneson, Dean & Terri M
Kenny, Frances L.
Kenney, James & Laura





M3B L42 L/B/Bt 6S,100.
M8 L2 MH/0 3,935.
MH/0 3,4SS.
M5 L11 L/B/MH 15,76S.
M7 LS8 L/B 26,SS0.
M10 L33 L/B/Bt 68,900.
M3 L/0 18,4S0.
M7 L176 L/0 6,400.
Bt/0 1,02S.
M2 L21 L/0 4,700.
L/B 31,7S0.
M3 L46 L/B ss,ooo.
M8 L2 MH/0 1,87S.
MSA L101 L/B/Bt 114,9SS.
M3C L4 L/B S,2S0.
M3 L77 L/B/Bt 46,46S.
M3 L88 L/0 6,2S0.
M3B L19 L/B/Bt S0,2S0.
M5 L84 L/B 19,S00.
1-19M5 L48A L/B 83,700.
MSA L10S L/B 29,000.
MS L91 L/0 1,7S0.
M2 L40 L/MH 9,500.
M2 L41 L/B 8,300.
M3 L63A L/B 24,100.
M3A L3 L/B/Bt 36,570.
MS L12 L/B 8,850.
M7 LI 02 L/B 32,700.
M4 L19 L/B 81,350.
MS L60 L/B 42,550.
Bt/0 2,665.
MSA L64 L/B 30,200.
MSA L84(1-S) L/B/Bt 147,300.
M3A L28 L/B 12,400.
M3 L32 L/B 36,600.
M3 L67 L/B 60,250.
M3 L9S L/B 141,050.
L/0 3,150. CU
MSA L108 L/B 23,950.
M6 L24 MH/0 1,100.
MSA L92 L/B 45,350.
M10 L31 L/B/Bt 66,850.
M2 LS3 L/B 45,450.
M11 L3S L/B 69,450.
Bt/0 1,275.
MS L13 L/B 31,250.
M7 L43 L/B/Bt 19,450.
M8 L26 L/0 6,600.
M7 L3 L/B 19,400.
M3 LS8 L/B/Bt 42,575.
M8 L2 MH/0 5.455.
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Keough, Walter M3 L25 MH/0 1,150.
Kertes, Dorothy R. MS LI 6 L/B/MH 55,950.
Kiedaisch, Glen T. M7 LI 46 L/B 35,150.
Kimbell, Arthur & Kathleen M5 L86 L/B 19,400.
Kisselburgh, Roland & Jean M3B L32
(3/7 Int.)
L/B 17,400.
Knapp, Ruth L. M3 L6 L/B 18,250.




Knudten, Josephine M5A L43
(1/2 Int.)
L/B 39,400.
Kruszewski, Raymond Bt/0 9,515.
Kuhn, Louis M3B LI 5A L/0 28,200.
Kuhn, Nancy M3B LI 5 L/B 68,450.
LaCalandra, Frank & Marion 1-8 M5 L35A L/B 135,700.
M5 L35B L/0 11,300.
Ladd, Mrs. Robert M2 L50 L/0 4,400.
Ladeau, Liza A. M6 LI MH/0 700.
Lambert, Elizabeth M9 L3 L/B 15,800.
Lambert, Frank, Estate of M4 L2A L/0 2,150.
Lamson, David M5A L16 L/B/Bt 53,960.
Landers, G. Alfred & Ruth M8 L2 MH/0 6,860.






LaPlant, Roger & Irene M8 LI L/B 18,550.
Laughy, Gladys M8 L55 L/MH 7,350.
Latvis, John C. Bt/0 870.
Laware, Lucy M7 L113 B/0 2,850.
Lawrence, Oakes K. Jr. M2 L40A L/0 20,550.
Leavitt, Irene M5A LI 03 L/B 52,050.
Lee, William & Joyce Mil L62 L/B 60,600.
Leech, Dr. John M10 LI 8 L/B 82,500.
Lemos, Robert M8 L2 MH/0 7,665.
Lenentine, Halston & Jean M3A L41 L/0 3,150.
M3A L42 L/B 24,350.
M7 L36 L/B/Bt 195,375.
Lenentine, Halston Jr. M7 L110A L/B 30,350.
Levin, George & Anna M2 L20 L/B/Bt 54,000.
Levoy, Bruce W. MB L68 L/B 38,600.
Levoy, Doris E. M3B L23 L/B 85,600.
Lieberman, Peter & Ranucci, Rita M5 L79 L/B 33,600.
Littlefield, Ada&Norris M3 LI 06 MH/0 9,100.
LIttlefield, NorrisE. MS LI 02 L/B 33,550.
MS LI 06 L/Bt 10,750.
Livens, John H. & Mary Mil L32 L/B/Bt 161,060.
Livermore Falls Corp. M7 L85 L/0 3,550.
Livermore Mobile Home Village M8 L2 L/B 106,500.
Locke, Elsie M6 L27 L/B 23,600.
Logan, Fred & Amanda M8 L2 MH/0 8,045.
Long, Harold & Doris M. M5A L14,14A L/B/Bt 69,050.
Lord, Russell H. Jr. M7 LI 47 L/B 29,550.
15
EXPENSES TOWN HALL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
Ashland Lumber Co., Materials
















H. Ahern, Jr., Wages
Ayer Insurance Agency, Coverage
Ben's Uniforms, Clothing, etc.
Blue Cross, Premiums
Borie Screen Process, Decals, Cruiser
H. Boyce Signs, Name Tags
Brooks Auto, Supplies
CarGo, Sno Tires
Dr. Henry Crane, Physical Exam










M. Mann, Wages, cleaning
Mountain Media, Printing




Postmaster, Postage & Rent
Plymouth P.D., Breath Test
Town of Plymouth, Dispatch Service
Puccetti's, Supplies
Quick Arms & Supply, Supplies
Chas. Rodgers, Supplies
R. Sherburne, Inc. Equipment
Smiths Northern Elec, Recorder
M. Tessier, Services
Texaco, Inc., Lubricants
















































Name iyAap# Lot # Property
Description
Assessment
McCormack, Richard & Arlene M8 LB3A L/MH 16,900.
McCormack, Richard & Janet M7 L41 L/B 1S,400.
McCranie, Allan M8 L3B L/B/Bt 32,130.
McCuin, Clifford & Florence M7
M7
L11S




McCutcheon, Stanley & Dorothy M7 L61 L/B 31,BS0.
McDowell, Ann M8 L10 L/B 37,0S0.
McLaughlin, Florence M7 L10 L/B 4,SS0.
McLaughlin, Robert & Elsie M7 L6 L/B 25,9S0.
McLeod, John & Ruth M7 LI 09 L/B 2B,000.
McLoud, Merlond & Martha M3A (1-3) L30 L/B/Bt 94,1 2S.
M3 L36 L/0 100.
Meakin, Constance, Faith
& John D. M3 LB L/B 33,200.
Melanson, Bros. M7 L47 L/B 19,400.
Melanson, Elwin & Gale M6 L2B L/B 20,650.




M5 L10 L/B 42,300.
M9 LI 7 L/B 4B,1S0.
Melendy, Merton & Althea MSA LI 00 L/B 13,900.
Merrill, Allen M7 L112 L/MH 11,BOO.
Merrill, Gladys M7 L113 L/B 34,100.
M7 L113A L/0 2,000.
Merrill, James B. M7 L111 L/MH 14,465.
Merrill, Joan L. &
Smith, Bertha P. MSA L34 L/B 66,000.
Merrill, Robert & Gloria M7 L113A L/0 1,000.
Metcalf, Joanna M3B L23A L/B/Bt 49,BS0.
Miclon, Delphia & Gertrude M3B L46 L/B 59,B50.
M11 L6 L/BT 13,750.
Miller, Brandon & Henrietta M7 L62 L/B 29,900.
Miller, Gerald & Lorraine M7 L60 L/B 23,600.
Miller, Helen C. MS L60A L/B 52,100.
Miller, Marguerite M1 L4 L/0 900.
Miller, Richard M3 L64 L/B 19,900.
Mirak, Edward MS L20 L/0 9,950.
Montgomery, D. Bruce Bt/0 1,300.
Monti, Elizabeth K. M3A LS L/B BB,950.
Moran, Robert E. & Ruth MB LS3 L/0 7,400.
Moren, Russell & Constance M3 LI 2 L/0 7,200.
M3 LS4 L/B 37,750.
Morgan, John MB L2 MH/0 3,750.
Morris, CC. Inc. M1 0(1-3) L4 L/B 213,400.
Morrison, Carl &Musgrove,
Donna MSA LI 9 L/B 60,850.
Morrison, Lois, John & Ruth Ml 2 L9 L/B 19,900.




Name Map# Lot# Property Assessment
Description
Morrison, Robert & Ralph
Morse, Richard Jr. M7 L18 L/0 980. CU
Morse, Robert A.
Morss, Sherman & Elizabeth




Mumford, George Jr. Estate of
Munroe, Albert
Murdock, Francis & Mary
Murgatroy, Bernard & Mabel
Murphy, Floyd & Marlene
Murphy, Dr. Gardner & Lois
Murphy, Walter L.
Murphy, William & Anthony,
Alexander
Murray, Edward
Murray, Melvin & Cynthia
Murth, Inc.
Musgrove, Frank & Donna
Mystic Realty Trust
Majmola, Anthony & Anna
Nardo, Frank & Svea
Nassar, Joseph & Esther
Needham, Paul
Neel, Mary W.




Nielsen, John & Vickie
Nielsen, Knud & Mary E.
Niles, Howard & Emeline
Niles, Nancy
Ninety-Three Realty, Inc.
Noseworthy, James & Jacqueline
Noseworthy, James, Jacqueline
& Putnam, John L.
Nourse, C. Freeman





Mil L6S L/B S2,4S0.
I
M7 LI 73 L/B 94.050.
M8 L83B L/0 3,000.
M10 L4S L/0 11,100.
MSA L116 L/B 15,150.
M3B L9 L/B 53,650.
MS LS8 L/0 8,950.
Bt/0 1,900.
Mil L38 L/B 55,400.
M8 L2 MH/0 3,750.
M2 LS L/0 29,200.
MSA L43 L/B 11,800.
M7 Lies L/0 1,650.
MS LS L/B 36,350.
Bt/0 1,700.
MSA L37 L/B 36,950.
Bt/0 4,080.
MSA LSO L/B 22,050.
MSA (1-5) L114 L/B 56,750.
MSA L20 L/B/Bt 65,950.
MSA LI 07 L/B 65,900.
MS L6S L/B 21,400.
MSA L6S L/B 8,350.
M6 L29 L/0 33,500.
MSC L21 L/0 9,100.
MSA L44 L/B/Bt 41,550.
Bt/0 110.
M11 LS6 L/B 81,500.
Bt/0 1,500.
Utity. 167,980.
Mil L61 L/B 32,450.
MSA LSO B/0 30,750.
MSA LSS L/B 25,100.
MSA L29 L/B 36,000.
MSA LSO L/0 8,350.
MSA LSI L/0 2,150.
MSA L42 L/B 53,900.
MSA L36 L/0 2,800.
Bt/0 620.
Mil L4 L/MH 16,470.




MSA L80 L/B 40,200.
MSA L82 L/B 36,500.
Bt/0 1,280.
MS LI L/0 24,400.
M2 L9 L/B 39,650.
M8 L7 MH/0 4,400.
MS L94 L/B 48,400.
Name Map# Lot# Property
Description
Assessment
O'Donnell, Francis & Concetta
Oliveski, John Jr. & Rosemary
Ott, George & Jane
Otto, Herbert & Constance





Pariseau, Raymond & Ellen
Parker, Howard & Margaret
Patterson, Wilber
Peach, Gordon Jr. & Martha




Pemigewasset Fish & Game Club
Peoples, Norman & Margaret
Perkins, Lloyd O.
Perkins, Paul
Perry, Mrs. William Jr.
Peterson, Richard & Barbara




Phippen, William & Doris
Pickel, Frederick Jr & Sandra
Pike, Harold & Norma
Pilote, Frank & Lois
Pine, Marcia & Bergren,
Richard Jr.
Piper, Julia
Piper, Richard P. Jr.





M7 LB7 L/B 40,450.
M7 L84 L/B SS.OOO.
M8 L60 L/0 S,000.
M3 LSS L/B 39,BS0.
M7 L166 L/0 3,900.
M7 L52 L/B 1S,900.
M5 L64 L/0 11,8S0.
MSA L61A L/0 22,4S0.
MSA L62 L/B SB.BOO.
MS L60 L/B BS,2S0.
MSA L61 L/0 20,100.
MSA L62 L/Bt 14,700.
MSA L12 L/B 3B,400.
Bt/0 2,1 9S.
M7 L6S L/B 1B,000.
MS L90 L/B/Bt 27,670.
MS L90A L/B B,4S0.
M8 L2 MH/0 3,4S0.
M3B LS7 L/B/Bt S2,660.







M8 L40 L/B 2,900.
M9 L2S L/B 2S,170.
L/0 14,760.
M3B L10 L/B/Bt S9,40S.
MS L25 L/B 44,BS0.
M1 LI L/0 400.
MS L4BA L/B 79,000.
M2 L49 L/0 BO.
M2 LI 7 L/B 17,7S0.
MSA L9 L/B/Bt 46,000.
Bt/0 SOO.
M11 LS L/B/Bt 47,B00.
MSB L49 L/B 62,B00.
MSA L10 L/0 63,B00.
M7 LBB L/Bt 24,400.
MSC L6 L/B 62,300.
MSC L11 L/B 27,BS0.
MB L70 L/B/Bt SS,8S0.
MB L7S L/0 1S,900.
MB L6 L/B S3,7S0.
MB L37 L/B 4S,BS0.
MSA L40 L/B 21,100.
MSA L41 L/B 14,4S0.
M2 L16 L/B 31,000.
M2 LI 4 L/B/MH 19,6S0.
MSA L93 L/B 144, ISO.
M7 LI 72 L/B 16,900.




Name Mapn Lot# Property
Description
Assessment
Plantamura, Michael E. & Marion M5A LI L/B/Bt 39,880.
Plante, Charles & Cynthia M7 L39 MH/0 2,700.
Poitras, Robert & Gwendolyn M5 L83 L/B/Bt 33,400.
Pomeroy, Jeanne G. M7 L21 L/B 38,350.
Porter, Mrs. William M11 L56 L/B 50,350.
Postlewaite, Robert & Mary M5A L10 L/B/Bt 36,520.
Potter, Arthur M5A L119 L/B 25,750.
Powderly, Kenneth & Edith M3A L55 L/B 29,700.
Powderly, Kenneth Jr. Bt/0 1,970.
Powell, Bernice M M5A L56 L/B 32,750.
Preston, Elwyn Jr. Bt/0 650.
Preston, Frederick Bt/0 400.
Preston, Jerome & Richard Mil (1-11) L52 L/B 434,150.
Preston, Nathaniel S. Bt/0 450.
Pringle, Charles & Leia M5A L2 L/B/Bt 29,840.
Public Service Co. of N.H. M7 L34 Utity 222,950.










M8 L8 L/0 3,975. CU
M9 L33 L/0 19,100.
Pulsifer, Scott M5 L24 L/0 5,700.
Pusch, Karl & Barbel B/0 20,050.
Putnam, John L. M5A L81A L/B 27,250.
M5A L81 L/Bt 19,840.




CampQuinebarge, Inc. M5A (1-4) L7 L/B 152,750.
Quivey, Edward L. M8 L4 L/0 5,300.
Ramsay, Brian & Donna M8 L80 L/B/MH 17,200.
Ramsey, Ronald M5A L67 L/0 9,200.
M5 L66 L/B 32,500.
Rand, Watson & Erma M3B L53 L/B/Bt 73,010.
M3 L65 L/0 50.
Ray, Alexander & Sandra M5A L24 L/B 73,550.
Ray, George Jr. & Doris M7 L28B L/B 53,050.
Raymond, Anthony M3A L11 L/B 97,900.
Raymond, Mrs. Chester M7 L110 L/B 34,950.
Reardon, Rev. Arthur and M3A LI 2 L/B 17,850.
TIerney, Rev. James M3 L27 L/B/Bt 44,860.
Reardon, William J. & Rita L. M3 L80 L/B 32,200.
Reens, Louis A. & Anja M5 LI 9 L/B/Bt 26,160.
Remington, Malcolm M3 L55 & 59 L/B 40,200.
M3A L40 L/0 2,450.
R.I.C. Inc. M8 L56 L/0 7,700.
M8 L57 L/B/MH 49,600.
M6 L3 L/0 6,850.
M8 L3A L/0 13,050.
M6 L10 L/0 16,300.
Rich, John P. Bt/0 3,155.
Rich, Norman & Marilyn M3 L115A L/B 26,850.
20
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Rich, Olive F. M11 L49 L/B 7B,100.
Richer, Antoinette M5 LI 2A L/B 52,400.
Richelson, Erwin Bt/0 670.
Richelson, Julius Bt/0 3,795.
Ricker, Elbion & Mildred M8 L69 L/B/MH 2B,000.
RIehs, Martin Jr. & Ann C. M3A L46 L/B/Bt 106,550.
Ristaino, Joseph & Lucille M3 L56 L/B/Bt 45,650.
Robinson, Arnold & Georgette Ml LB L/B 34,000.
Robinson, Robert & Suzanne Ml LI 3 L/MH 15,550.
Robitaille, Leo & Jean M5 L7 L/B/MH 12,250.
Rockywold-Deephaven Camps, Inc. M10 (1-75) L9 L/B 1,206,900.




M10 L41 L/0 5,300.
M10 L35 L/B 30,700.





Rogers, Edward & Joyce M11 LI 5
(1/2 Int.)
L/B 11,650.
Ross, Archibald & Eleanor MS LIB L/B 33,100.
Rowley, F. Hunter Bt/0 1,500.
Royea, IbraB. & Ruth Ml LI 5 L/B 34,200.
M3C L22 L/0 3,150.
Royea, IbraD. & IbraB. Ml LI 6 L/0 B,BOO.
Royea, Ibra D. & Agnes L M1 L5 L/0 6,500.
Ml L10 L/B 40,600.
Royea, Robert B. M1 L11 L/MH 12,200.
Ruhm, Kenneth & Nancy L/B 51,000.
Rupert, Kennedy F. Bt/0 300.
Russell, Anne H. M8 L30 L/0 16,650.
Russell, Marguerite P. M3B L22 L/B 30,750.
Rutgers, Ernest & Doris M. M5A L112 L/B/Bt 66,150.
Ryan, Lisa, Cheyney & Timothy M5 L94 L/0 26,550.
Ryder, Daniel Jr. &
Kiedaisch, Glen T. M7 L146 L/0 37,150.
Ryea, Harold & Barbara!. M8 L2 MH/0 4,400.
Sacco, Nicholas R. Bt/0 B75.
Sacco, Ralph & Edna M5A L23 L/B 11,050.
Saliba, Moses A. M5A L21,21A L/B/Bt 42,500.




Sanderson, Richard & Mary M3A L45 L/B/Bt 156,170.
M3A L36 L/0 BOO.
Sapers, William Bt/0 150.




Sargent, Harrison A. M7 L31 L/B 44,350.
Sava, John M6 L22 L/B 3,300.
Schmidt, Norman B. Bt/0 460.
Schutmaat, Wayne & Cornelia M3A L34 L/B/Bt 52,240.
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Schutter, George & Kimbell, M3B L56 L/B/Bt 72,060.
Arthur
Schwartz, Irving & Ida M5A L5 L/B 33,250.
Schwartz, Norman D. M5A L8 L/0 8,400.
Sequin, Bradley & Barbara M8 L45 MH/0 3,050.
Sewall, Harold, Estate of M5A L18,18A L/B/MH 57,625.
Seymore, Williann M8 L2 MH/0 4,200.
Shanker, Dr. Benjamin M5A L4 L/B 29,550.
Sharpe, Paul & Gail M7 L20 L/B 42,150.
Shaw, Katherine R. M5A L117 L/B 25,650.
Sheldon, Barbara & Jonathan M5A L96 L/B 21,500.




Showstack, Dr. James Bt/0 6,500.




M3A LI 6 L/B/Bt 93,670.
Silva, Carlos Jr. M8 L2 MH/0 3,450.
Simoneau, Richard M8 L2 MH/0 11,700.
Simpson, Marion & Hubert A. M9 L27 L/B 27,550.
Sironen, A. A. Bt/0 410.
Slagus, Edward & Dorothy M5 L1 L/B 65,150.
Sleeper, Maurice & Marie M5A L37 L/B/Bt 21,030.
Sliva, Patricia Mil L39 MH/0 1,000.
Small, Mary E. M6 LI 7 L/B 2,800.
Smith, Barr& Judith M. M5A L52 L/B/Bt 25,550.
Smith, Darrell & Joyce M5 L76 L/B 17,550.




M3A L27 L/B 17,850.
M3A LI 5 L/B 18,650.
M3 L11 L/B 52,550.
Smith, George & Gail M8 L73 L/B 27,750.
Smith, Gertrude M3B L43 L/B 44,550.
Smith, Gwendolyn E. M8 L39 L/B 51,450.
M7 LI 04 L/0 3,150.
Smith, Kent & Beverly M5 L50 L/B 20,250.
M5 L47 L/0 2,600.
Smith, Norman Jr. M7 LI 08 L/B 26,500.




M8 L41 L/0 9,600.
M7 L96 L/B 20,750.
M2 L51 L/0 16,000.
M7 LI 07 L/B 41,500.
M2 L52 L/0 3,000.
M8 L28A L/0 2,300.
Smith, P.C. Bt/0 230.
Smith, Mrs. Preston M3 L111 L/B 90,450.
Smith, Richard & Nancy M5A L45 L/B 23,650.
Smith, Woodrow & Gwendolyn M8 L3 L/B/Bt 53,690.
M7 L86 L/0 2.200.
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Snow, Rev. Albert & Janet
Soutter, Dr. Lamar
Spencer, Arnold & Evelyn
Speers, T. Guthrie Jr.
Spencer, Larry & Eleanor
Sperry, William H.
Sprague, Robert & Anne
Squam Boats Inc.
Squam Lakes Association
Squires, Newell D. & Alice H.
St. Anselms College
St. Cyr, Clauvis E.
Stafford, Henry W.
Stahl, Benjamin Jr.
Stanley, Edward & Marion
Staples, Dr. Lawrence & Olive
Stark, Archibald & Eleanor
Stepp, Robert & Eleanor
Stepp, Thomas J.
Stevens, Philip & Marian
Stevenson, Edward & Marie
Stewart, Dale
Stillings, Franklin & Joyce
Stillings, Franklin
Stone, Mrs. Gunvor A.
Strand, Carl & Patricia B.
Stuart, Lyman & Darnell
Sullivan, William & Joyce
Sun Oil Co.
Sweedler, Steven & Ton!
Swindell, Murray
Swinnerton, Alice







MSA L53 L/B/Bt 46,SS0.
M13 L2 L/B 102, 3S0.
M3B L51 L/B/Bt S3,000.
Bt/0 660.
M7 L144 L/B 39,200.
M3A L47 L/0 14,200.
M2 L31 L/0 3,600.
M2 L10 L/B 32,S00.
M5A L46 L/B 43,0S0.
MSA L76 L/B 61,000.
MSA L77 L/0 4,900.
M3 L35 L/0 13,3S0.
M3B L39 L/B 46,000.
M11 L67 L/B/Bt 44,140.
M11 L67A L/0 2,S00.
M7 L90 L/B 27,8S0.
M8 L46 L/B 41,690.
L/0 670. CU
M8 L44 L/0 77S. CU
M10 L15 L/B/Bt 60,S40.
M10 L2 L/B 6,9S0.
MSA L98 L/B/Bt 68,260.
M8 L11 L/B 72,S00.
L/0 1,440. CU
M8 L12 L/0 7,350. CU
M3B L12 L/B/Bt 46,34S.
Bt/0 140.







M8 LS9 L/B 43,3S0.
M1 L9 L/B 20,4S0.
M1 L9 MH/0 2,640.
M3C L3 L/B/Bt 134,9S0.
MS L72 L/B/Bt 17,930.
MS L67 L/B 13,600.
M3B L40 L/B SI, 400.
M7 L33 L/B 98,6S0.
MS L41B L/MH 12,090.
M3C L1S L/B 28,9S0.
M1 L21 L/B 19,6S0.
M6 L23 L/0 SOO.
M7 L29 L/B 94,SS0.
M8 L2 MH/0 7,200.
M3 L101 L/B 140,910.
L/0 1,20S CU
M3C L5 L/B/MH 22,34S.
M3 L13 L/B 82,200.
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Teem, John & Sylvia
Tenney, Cecil & Charlotte
Thibeault, Brian
Thileen, Ralph




Thompson, Lyie & Doris
Thompson, LyIe M. Jr.
Thompson, Peter & Catherine
Thomson, Dr. William & Thelma
Tirone, William & Jane
Tobin, Gerard
Todd, Donald & Priscilla
Tower, Ross & Alice
Townsend, Richard S.
Townsiey, E.S.





Turner, Arnold & Kim
Twonbley, Dr. Gray
Tyrell, Harry & Constance




Vaiiiant, Alphonse & Ruth
M2 L24 L/B 41,9S0.
L/0 720.
M2 L26 L/B 21,3S0.
M3A L18 L/B 87,100.
M3 L101 B/Bt 44,030.
M3 L106A L/0 6,2S0.
M10 L44 L/B 40,230.
L/0 1,60S.
M2 L38 L/B 76,3S0.
M2 L37 L/0 14,900.
M2 L6 L/0 20,500.
M2 L13 L/B 63,1 SO.
MS L10S L/B 1S,SS0.
M8 L2 MH/0 7,800.
M3C L17 L/B 26,600.








M3 LI 9 L/B 21,400.
M3 L23 L/B 46,1 SO.
M3 L21 L/B 22,S00.
MSA L9S L/B 28,400.
M2 L26A L/0 2,1 SO.
M10 L37 L/MH 13,8S0.
M9 L2 L/B 32,900.
M11 L74 L/B/Bt 140,9S0.
M8 LI 6 L/0 4,700.
M3 L11S MH/0 1,330.
M11 L7 L/B/Bt 21,2S0.
M3B L48 L/0 IS, 100.
M8 LS8 L/B/MH 27,1 SO.
M3 L76 L/0 6,700.
Bt/0 8S0.
Bt/0 460.
M5 L14 L/B 78,700.
MSA L88 L/B/Bt 204,000.
M8 L49 L/B 12,1 SO.
MS LSO L/B 9,SS0.
MH/0 1,0S0.
M7 L63 L/B 20,000.
M1 L23 L/0 10,300.
M2 LS6 L/B 27,S00.
M1 L2 L/0 2,000.
M8 L66 L/B 10,7S0.
Bt/0 1,160.
M11 L68 L/B 42,600.
MSA L11 L/0 32,000.




Name Map# Lot# Property Assessment
Description
Vallentine, Elizabeth M11 L21 L/B 18S,800.
M11 L23 L/0 12,800.
Valley Management Corp. M8 LS1 L/0 1,3S0.
Valpey, Robert & Alice M3C L26 L/B 73,9S0.
Valpey, Theordore Jr. Bt/0 2,160.
Van Hagen, Charles & Madeleine M7 L132 L/B 37,100.
Van Ingen, Evelyn H. M11 L16 L/0 S,900.
VanVliet, Esther MSA LS9 L/B S3,BS0.
Van Vliet, Robert & Elizabeth M8 L24 L/B 40,700.
Veasey, Lewis W. MSA L49 L/B 200,000.
Veasey, William & Betty MSA L39 L/B 33,S00.
Vicinus, Charles H. M3 L79 L/0 9,8S0.
Vigen, Charles D. Bt/0 8S0.
Vittum, Carol MH/0 1,8S0.
Vokes, C. Richard M8 L81 L/0 4,850.
Voorhis, Mrs. Grandon E, MS L21 L/MH/Bt 22,66S.
Voss, Theodore M9 L23 L/B 72,000.
V.S.H. Realty Inc. M7 L76 L/0 20,000.
Waldron, Eugene & Julia M2 L4 L/B 41,600.
Wallner& Bloom M3 L37 L/B S4,900.
M3A L29 L/B 16,S00.
Walsh, David & Gillis, Gerald M6 L16 L/0 12,100.
Walsh, Sylvia MH/0 S,S7S.
Walsh, Thomas & Suzanne M3C L6 L/B/Bt 64,300.
Waltermire, Edith MB L42 L/B 24,000.
MB L4S L/0 1,01S. CU
Ward, Alice E. M3B L44 L/B 42,S00.
Ward, Peter Bt/0 4,220.
Washburn, Bradford, Jr. M10 L14 L/B/Bt 61,97S.
Washburn, Stanley A. M7 L70 L/B 12,4S0.
Watson, Harold S. MB L6S L/B 30,200.
Watts, Marion F. M3B L4 L/B S6,2S0.
Waud, B.E. Bt/0 2,470.
Webster, E.S. Estate M11 L30 L/0 2,9S0.
M10 L3 L/0 96S. CU
M11 L20 L/0 S,050.
M11 L40 L/0 10,BS0.
M11 L2S L/B 13,SS0.
M11 L26 L/0 18,4S0.
M11 L69 L/0 2,380. CU
M10 L1 L/0 2,4S0. CU
M11 L29 L/0 62,000.
M11 L33 L/0 6S,600.
M11 L22 L/B 63,SS0.
L/0 280. CU
M11 L71 L/0 8S,3S0.
M10 LS2 L/B 89,48S.
L/0 23,97S. CU
M10 L23 L/B 211,100.
M10 L2S L/0 284,000.
L/0 1,605. CU
M10 L5 L/0 600. CU
M11 L70A L/0 73,250.
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Welch, Douglas & Deborah
Wensberg, Peter
Wentzell, Edward & Eunice
Wrner, Eric & Daga
Wescott, Barry
Westcott, Merle & Gertrude
Wescott, Ralph & AnaMaria
West, Eric, Eugenia, Victoria
Eric Jr.
West, Richard & Ruth
Westberg, Frank E. Jr.
Westberg, Ingrid
Westover, Gary
Wheeler, Ronald & Judy
Wherland, Robert
White Hat Restaurant
White, John O. Jr.
Whitehead, Robert V. C. Jr.
Whiting, Williann B.
Whitman, Paul & Janice
Whittemore, Albert & Helen
Wicksman, Robert & Dorothy
Wiggett, Christine
Wiggett, Donald & Mary
Wilkie, Dale & Maureen
Willoughby, Hollis & Alberta
Wills, Mrs. Edith, Estate of
Wilson, Richard & Christine
Wiltse, Melvin & Gail
Windwood Corp.
Winslow, Eugene & Gloria
Winton, Clarence & Margaret
M11 L2S L/B 13,SS0.
M11 L24 L/B 19,7S0.
M11 L4B L/B 30,600.
M11 L16B L/B 191,700.
M11 L34 L/B 2B2,900.
Bt/0 1,000.
M3B L2B L/0 7,500.
Bt/0 3,400.
M7 L127 L/B 3S,9S0.
Ml L126 L/0 3,B00.
M3 L26 L/B 36,100.
MH/0 6,700.
M6 L4A L/MH 11,4S0.
M9 L1B L/B 25,700.
M10 L21 L/B 106,900.
M10 L22 L/B 66,120.
L/0 700.
M10 L2B L/0 6,575.
L/0 500.
M10 LSO L/0 10,550.
M10 LSOA L/B 33,350.
M3 LB2 L/B/Bt 15,725.
M3 LB3 L/B 39,250.
M7 L71 MH/0 1,100.
M5 LB1 L/MH/Bt 15,755.
Bt/0 1,940.
M5 L46 L/B 93,400.
M6 L1B L/B 30,950.
M12 LB L/B/BT 51,790.
MSA L70 L/0 450.
M11 LSB L/B 51,600.
M2 L43 L/B 33,495.
L/0 750.
M7 L100 LB 20,950.
M3 L73 L/0 2,150.
MS L74 L/B 27,950.
M8 L2 MH/0 2,950.
M8 L64 L/MH 13,590.
M5 L27 L/0 6,500.
M8 L2 MH/0 4,650.
MB L77 L/B 44,460.
L/0 3,025.
M7 LS4 L/B 1B,750.
M7 LS3 L/B 27,250.
M7 L54A L/B 3B,600.
MSA LS4 L/B 141,650.
MB L2 MH/0 4,515.
M3 L103 L/B/Bt 34.555.
M3 L100 L/B 113,600.
M3A L14 L/B/Bt 73,700.













Wood, Walter O. & Beverly
Woodburg, E. Davis & Corinne






Young, Emmett & Elizabeth
Young, Robert M.
Young, Robert & Elvira
Young, William & Susie
Youngman, Burgess H.
Zimmer, Anthony & Linda
Zimmer, Frank & Larry
Zimmer, Frank & Leslie
Zimmer, Larry
Zimmer, Philip & Dorothea
Zimmer, William J. & Rose
Persons Unknown
Bt/0 975.
M8 L78 L/B 37,100.
Bt/0 1,020.
W\6 L6 L/B 10,200.
M3B L20 L/B 41,750.
M3B L21 L/B 28,050.
MSA L63 L/B 33,900.
M5 L73 L/0 950.
Bt/0 120.




Ml L2 L/B 2,250.
M3 L49 L/B 57,050.
IVI11 L60 L/B/Bt 40,600.
M7 L95 L/B 26,900.
M7 L143 L/B 47,050.
M7 L131 L/0 4,200.
M6 L21 L/MH 10,785.
M6 L26 L/0 11,350.
M6 L26 MH/0 5,015.
M6 L26 MH/0 10,675.
M6 L25 L/B/MH 26,100.
M6 L8 L/B 22,050.
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